Governance Handbook for School Board Members

SUMMARY
What Board Members Need to Know about Governance and Strategy

The Education System

As a shared responsibility of both the Provincial and Federal governments, the sector is led in the province by the Ministry of Education. In fulfilling its responsibility for the education of young people, the Province has delegated local monitoring and guidance to School Boards.

As of writing, there are 28 school divisions in the province. School divisions fall into three categories: public, separate and francophone.

Some Saskatchewan children receive their education outside of the publicly-funded K-12 system. Services outside the publicly-funded system include First Nations Schools, Independent Schools and Home-Schoolers.

Educational organizations that represent various interests within the education system and play important roles in shaping educational policy and practice in Saskatchewan include:

- The Ministry of Education: responsible for Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 12 education
- Saskatchewan School Boards Association: a voluntary, non-profit organization that serves boards of education as the voice for publicly funded education in Saskatchewan.
- The Saskatchewan Association of School Business Officials (SASBO): a professional association of certified school business officials.
- The League of Educational Administrators, Directors and Superintendents (LEADS): a professional association of educational administrators who work at the school division level
- Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation (STF): a self-regulating, professional association which provides numerous services to teachers, and a collective bargaining agent which negotiates collective agreement for teachers at the provincial level

The Conceptual Model

Your primary job as a board trustee is not to manage the School Board, but to “govern” it. Governing means directing and controlling – setting the strategic direction of the School Board (through the plan and budget), and then being confident that the School Board is moving in that direction (by monitoring and evaluating results).

Your legal duties are listed in The Education Act, 1995 (in short): to administer and manage the educational affairs of the school division, and to exercise general supervision and control over the schools – through bylaws and resolutions.

In practice, the board of trustees governs (supervise and control) and the Director of Education administers and manages (delegated to and monitored by the board of trustees).

Your key roles of the board in setting the strategic direction of the School Board are to:

- review and approve the strategic plan;
- hire the Director of Education, delegate authority and manage this relationship;
School boards act on behalf of the citizens they represent and have authority over the school system and its resources. They usually do this by developing policies and monitoring outcomes to determine progress toward desired results and gaining assurance that the school board is headed in the direction that was set. Your key roles:

- monitor and report on the performance of the School Board;
- monitor and evaluate the performance of the Director of Education, and of the board itself;
- oversee risk management, including compliance with policies; and
- review and approve the financial reports and audit.

Beyond your core governance (legal) roles of leadership and stewardship, School Board members are expected to engage with key stakeholders, ensuring that the institution has effective connections with all those who have a stake in the effective education and well-being of children and youth.

While the board focuses on these, the Director of Education and their staff perform the actual day-to-day work of providing a quality education to the young people of the region: there is a “bright line” between the responsibilities of each.

Locally elected Boards of Education are an important part of the democratic process that provide a connection between the community and the education system. This connection helps local boards guide the direction of resources in a manner that will best suit the communities they serve. They also provide a valuable outlet for parents to connect with the system in a more meaningful way.

As a trustee you will be required to conduct yourself at all times in a professional manner and to fulfill your fiduciary duty as a board member. That means acting in the best interest of the Board of Education, even when the needs of the board are in conflict with your own needs or desires. This goes beyond simple conflict of interest where financial gain is at stake, but also means you must put the needs of the board ahead of your own political aspirations.

Both the Province and the School Board play roles in setting priorities for the education program and student achievement. The Ministry of Education may define key results and desired student outcomes for the school system. They may also define school system cycles of planning, monitoring and reporting.

**What Board Members Need to Know About Governance and Risk**

It is said that what gets measured gets done. Creating a strategic plan is just the first stage of achieving results. A plan is merely an intention to act, real action must then take place, and you need to have a way to be confident that these intentions are being realized.
“Risk” deals with the uncertainty of achieving objectives – in the real world, no outcomes are certain! The goal of risk management is to optimize risk, not to minimize risk. For instance, we could eliminate all sports activities at schools to minimize the risk of sports injuries, but that would not serve our students well. Risk taking is the essence of how school boards exist, generate student outcomes and sustain themselves. Without risk taking there would be no innovation, no progress and no advances in student outcomes.

The Director of Education and staff manage risks by identifying, assessing, measuring, mitigating and monitoring them. Beyond this, you, the board, then have three roles in risk—risk direction, oversight and control.

Management reporting provides regular updates for you to assess progress towards objectives, and whether this is within risk tolerances.

The school board is responsible for ensuring a safe and supportive environment for teaching and learning. Because the school board is accountable when things go wrong, it just makes sense that the board will take proactive steps to ensure that schools are safe places to learn and work. School boards need to take a broad perspective. Issues range from air quality and bullying, to establishing a positive work environment, to retaining staff.

The Saskatchewan School Boards Association offers numerous services that help school boards create safe and supportive environments in the schools of their division. These services include a comprehensive insurance program, legal services, an employee benefits program, and support for many aspects of employee relations.

Engaging with the community is an important part of the school board’s job. All community members have a need and a right to know what children are learning and how well they are learning it. They also have a right to know how their tax dollars are being spent and to participate in discussions about the allocation of education resources in their community.

You (the board) have three main roles when it comes to communications and stakeholder engagement, just as you do with other areas of governance: review and approve the Communications Plan and Policies; monitor effectiveness of the above, to gain reasonable assurance, using periodic and incident reports, dashboard, meetings; and engage when appropriate in public and community consultations.
While public relations are primarily the role of staff, there are times that you will directly engage with members of the public. Should this be necessary, be prepared, honest, clear, calm, alert and proactive.

School Board Members should at all time be aware of the expectations on them to keep confidences—confidences in student information and privacy as well as in board matters. The basic rule of thumb is that all student information is private and must be keep confidential unless you are compelled by law to disclose it. The same is true for board matters. All board information is considered confidential unless there is agreement at the board level to disclose.

**What Board Members Need to Know About Governance and Resources**

You have a responsibility to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in the School Board’s financial performance and integrity. The board does this by fulfilling 3 main roles:

1. Budgeting
2. Reviewing and approving financials
3. Using financial reports for performance oversight

The Board may establish and delegate to a committee the due diligence work of these: typically an Audit & Finance Committee, or an Audit, Finance & Risk Committee.

The process used to develop the yearly budget begins with identification of board priorities, and makes provision for ongoing monitoring to ensure the desired educational results are being achieved.

The budget reflects the values and beliefs of the school system. It is one of the most powerful tools that a school board has for governing the school system. The board uses the budget and financial plan as a primary tool to achieve the strategic priorities of the School Division.

The Ministry of Education uses September 30 enrolment figures to calculate the amount of provincial grant each School Division will receive, according to pre-set formulae. This information is provided to School Boards as soon as calculations are complete, usually late fall or early winter. Boards actually receive their provincial grant when the provincial budget comes down, usually in March of each year. Sometimes School Divisions have to adjust their preliminary program and budget once they know exactly how much money they will be getting from the Ministry of Education. You may decide to cut back on programs or you may be able to add program components. Final adjustments to the program and budget usually occur in March or April.

Your second role in financial governance (education finance) is to review and approve the financial statements of the School Board. Your purpose in reviewing financial statements and reports is to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) that these are fair, accurate and reliable (have “integrity”.)
The good news is that you do this by reviewing the work of others, especially the auditors, rather than doing the work yourself. Just as with other roles in governance, your role is to oversee, to ask questions, to gain confidence.

Your third role in financial governance (education finance) is using the financial reports for performance oversight. After the financial statements are reviewed and approved, you are the first user of these. Your purpose here is to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in the financial performance of the School Board, and of management.

You are also using financial reports to be confident in the faithful stewardship of funds, and as an indicator or evidence of ethical conduct. The school board is legally and ethically responsible for all money it collects/receives and spends. Thus, it is important to have systems that ensure funds are spent as planned, accurate records are kept, and the board receives the financial reports it needs.

What Board Members Need to Know About Governance and People

You have two main human resources responsibilities:

✓ The Director of Education is appointed by, and accountable to, the board; because this is a direct employment relationship, it is sometimes called your “parent” role.
✓ The other staff, whether teachers or administrative, effectively report through the Director of Education; and so you have an indirect employment relationship - this is your “grandparent” role. You will approach each of these quite differently.

The Board may establish and use a Governance & Human Resources Committee, to assist in oversight of the people side of the School Board. Occasionally these are split into two committees, although to balance workload among board committees, combining them usually makes sense for school boards.

To ensure clarity, the school board should negotiate and put in place an Employment Agreement with the Director of Education to spell out the terms and conditions of employment.

The agreement should provide for an annual written performance appraisal, and specify salary and benefits. It should also provide a process that will allow employment to be terminated by either party in a way that will not reflect negatively on either party.

Drafting an appropriate contract is complicated and has significant implications; you will want to obtain legal advice. Legal Services at the Saskatchewan School Boards Association is available to assist.

Overseeing the Director of Education’s effectiveness is one of your most important and impactful responsibilities on the board, and also one of the most sensitive. You will want to ensure a good Director performance management process is in place. Formal performance reviews should be conducted at least annually, with informal discussions on progress throughout the year, after every board meeting or at least quarterly.

You will get the most out of your relationship with the Director of Education when you:
✔ Treat your Director with respect – they work tirelessly and are often underappreciated
✔ Expect great things of your Director – acknowledge them when they are achieved and push them when they are not
✔ Are open and direct – just like boards, Directors do not like surprises – they want to succeed – their success depends on your oversight role

Your relationship with the Director of Education is a direct employment relationship that calls for the board to manage this. The other staff all report through the Director of Education.

Collective bargaining responsibilities in School Boards are probably different from any other boards that you have served on before. Boards must make decisions ranging from the values that will direct labour relations, to the role that board members will play in bargaining. Different boards take more or less direct involvement in collective bargaining. Certain aspects are negotiated at the provincial level, others at the individual school board level.

Employee benefits are an important part of any employer’s compensation package. Benefits help to attract and retain quality employees. The Saskatchewan School Boards Association offers school system employees a full range of survivor, disability and health benefits. In-service and position-specific training are also available. SSBA also offers a disability management program to its member School Boards.

Board and board Committee mandates (charters, terms of reference) are established by the board, and then updated at the beginning of each governance year (November). These outline the board approved responsibilities and scope of each committee each year.

Based on these, annual work plans are drafted, mapping the responsibilities (and any objectives for this year) with agendas for the regularly scheduled meetings during the year. In this way, the Chairs, members and responsible staff can be confident in how and when each committee and the board will complete its responsibilities for the year.

School boards hold three different types of meetings: business meetings, closed meetings and planning meetings. *The Education Act, 1995* requires that school boards carry out their work in public meetings using formal voting and recorded minutes. *The Education Act, 1995* also provides for closed or “in-camera” meetings so boards can deal with topics more appropriately discussed in private. These confidential meetings should be limited to sensitive issues relating to personnel matters, bargaining, or legal action. School boards may meet for planning sessions, sometimes referred to as “committee of the whole board”. During planning sessions, the board may suspend the rules of procedure to engage in informal discussion or to meet with other groups. Voting in meetings must follow procedures prescribed by *the Act*. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Questions the Board Should Ask About</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance and Strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Where are we headed and are we all in agreement on that vision?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Why do we exist and will our strategic plan accomplish our purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Have we expressed our values clearly enough, and how well do the people who need to understand and live them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How well do our goals express the results we want to achieve?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How well do our objectives clarify the outcomes we expect to see along with way to achieving our goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. How well is our strategy expressed and understood?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. To what extent does the business plan being implemented by management agree with and align to the strategic plan?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How well does our board-level scorecard reflect and measure what we are trying to accomplish?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. How effective is the board at playing its role in strategy and allowing management to play theirs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. How well does the strategic plan align with the goals and objectives of the Province?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance and Risk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What are the most significant risks faced by the School Board and do we have a strategy in place to mitigate these?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What is our risk appetite and tolerance levels in each of these areas?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Are we taking the right amount of risk?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How well is our risk management plan integrated with our strategic plan?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How effective are our controls? And, are we “in control”?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. How well are risks being managed by the Director of Education?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. How appropriate is the information received by the board relative to our risks? (Is it the right information, at the right level, in the right format?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How confident are we in the information we receive at the board level?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. How well are we monitoring and evaluating at risks at the board level?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. What can we learn from our actual results?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance and Resources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. “Is this budget reasonable?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. “Is it plausible that this proposed allocation of resources matches up with and can achieve the strategic plan?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. “Would this expenditure of money be consistent with our core beliefs and values?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. “Would this expenditure of money be consistent with the outcomes we want to achieve?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Is there resonance between all of the people who touch the financial statements? (CFO, Director of Education, internal auditor, external auditor, Provincial Auditor, other independent professionals, SSBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. What are the most significant risks we face and how are they reflected in financial statements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. What are the main assumptions behind statements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. What are the main estimates and judgements used, and does the auditor have complete confidence in these?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. What can be learned from the Cash Flows, other secondary statements, notes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. If you had additional fees/scope/time, what would you look at next, and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance and People</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. How appropriate is our plan for the Director of Education assessment and evaluation system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How appropriate is our succession plan for the Director of Education at all 3 levels: Emergency, Orderly, Beyond the Next Transition?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How clear are we on our role in human resources and collective bargaining?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How well do we encourage the Director of Education?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How appropriate is our plan for the School Board assessment and evaluation system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. How effective is our onboarding and orientation program for School Board Members?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. How committed are we to continuous education including for the Director of Education and School Board Members?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. To what extent are our board and committee meetings linked to and aligned with our board and committee charters/terms of reference and work plans: before, during and after the meetings?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. How healthy is our boardroom culture and how might we strengthen it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. To what extent am I fulfilling my responsibilities to the work of the board?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction

Who Should Read This Handbook

If you are contemplating becoming a School Board member in Saskatchewan (Trustee), this Governance Handbook will help inform your decision. If you are new to the job, this Handbook will be a vital resource that will provide guidance as you begin your governance journey. And if you are an experienced trustee or a Director of Education this handbook will become a valued reference manual at times of need.

The Purpose and Scope of the Handbook

This Handbook was designed to provide a simple, one stop resource that will provide guidance on the roles, responsibilities and actions that trustees undertake together and individually to provide direction and oversight to the school board. Though this manual has far less detail than the Professional Director Certification Program it has been written to support and enhance this valuable training and has been organized along the same lines as the program.
Section 1: What Board Members Need to Know about Governance and Strategy

The first section of the Handbook deals with leadership through direction: who are trustees and the Education system, why boards exist, and your first two responsibilities: the governance system and setting the strategic direction of the School Board.

The Education System

The structure of the Saskatchewan Education system is shown below. As a shared responsibility of both the Federal and Provincial government, the sector is led in the province by the Ministry of Education. In fulfilling its responsibility for the education of young people, the Province has delegated local monitoring and guidance to School Boards.

School divisions are the foundation of Saskatchewan’s publicly-funded education system - As of writing, there are 28 school divisions in the province. School divisions fall into three categories: public, separate and francophone.

- **Public school divisions** - Unless a taxpayer has designated otherwise, his or her taxes are directed to the public school board.

- **Separate school divisions** - Members of the minority faith who have established a separate school division must pay their taxes to the separate school board. In most areas of Saskatchewan, the Catholic faith is the minority faith. In 2009, there was one Protestant separate school division in Saskatchewan.

- **Francophone school division** - Saskatchewan has one francophone school division for the whole province. It governs Fransaskois schools in Saskatchewan. Only students who have a minority language parent (a parent whose first language is French) are eligible to attend Fransaskois schools.
Saskatchewan School Divisions
Saskatchewan's education system is illustrated in the graphic below.

**The Saskatchewan Public School System**

Source: British Columbia School Trustees Association. Used with permission.
Who’s Who in the Saskatchewan Education System

Other Schools in Saskatchewan

*Some Saskatchewan children receive their education outside of the publicly-funded K-12 system.*

Services outside the publicly-funded system include:

- **First Nations Schools**: The federal government funds education on First Nations reserves. Educational funding is provided to First Nations who often set up their own schools and establish their own governance bodies to oversee operation of the schools. The provincial government has no jurisdiction over these schools, although many First Nations schools choose to use the Saskatchewan curriculum and voluntarily participate in a range of provincial initiatives.

- **Independent Schools**: There are a few independent (private) schools in Saskatchewan. Independent schools must meet certain educational standards and be registered with the Ministry of Education.

- **Home-Schoolers**: A couple of thousand Saskatchewan children are schooled at home by their families. Home-schoolers must design an education program for their child that reflects the Saskatchewan curriculum and is appropriate to the age and ability of the child. They must register this program with the local school board.

Educational Organizations

*Educational organizations represent various interests within the education system and play important roles in shaping educational policy and practice in Saskatchewan.*

These organizations include:

- **Ministry of Education**: The Ministry of Education is the provincial government department responsible for Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 12 education in Saskatchewan. Key activities include:
  - developing curricula for all grade levels
  - providing inservice to support curricula
  - evaluating resource materials for use in the schools
  - certifying teachers
  - developing regulations for independent schools and home-based education
  - providing for teacher education
  - administering legislation relating to education
  - providing provincial grants to school boards
  - maintaining student records

In addition to these responsibilities that are defined in *The Education Act, 1995*, the Ministry of Education also provides leadership in several other areas. For example, it regularly conducts province-wide student and program evaluations.
• **Saskatchewan School Boards Association**: The Saskatchewan School Boards Association is a voluntary, non-profit organization that serves boards of education as the voice for publicly funded education in Saskatchewan. The Association represents all school boards in Saskatchewan. Part 4 of this handbook provides more information about the Saskatchewan School Boards Association.

• **The Saskatchewan Association of School Business Officials (SASBO)**: SASBO is a professional association of certified school business officials. Secretary-treasurers and certain superintendents of administration employed by school divisions are required to be members of SASBO. SASBO provides professional development and networking opportunities for its members.

• **The League of Educational Administrators, Directors and Superintendents (LEADS)**: LEADS is a professional association of educational administrators who work at the school division level. All teachers who are employed by a school board in a supervisory or administrative capacity and have an out-of-scope designation\(^1\) are required to be members of LEADS. Members include directors of education, superintendents, and assistant superintendents of education. Regional directors of education employed by Saskatchewan Learning are also members of LEADS. LEADS provides professional development and networking opportunities for its members, represents its members' interest in various forums, and administers the disciplinary powers that are an integral part of the legislation that created LEADS.

• **Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation (STF)**: The STF is established by legislation, *The Teachers’ Federation Act, 2006*, that came into effect on July 1, 2006. The functions of the STF fall into two broad categories:
  - a self-regulating, professional association which provides numerous services to teachers such as professional development and a pension plan, and which has disciplinary powers in relation to its members
  - a collective bargaining agent which negotiates collective agreement for teachers at the provincial level, provides support and advice for local-level bargaining, and provides representation regarding teacher grievances.

\(^1\) An out-of-scope designation is an employee who is excluded from a bargaining unit in accordance with The Trade Union Act.
The Conceptual Model

Your primary job as a board trustee is not to manage the School Board, but to “govern” it.

Governing means directing and controlling – setting the strategic direction of the School Board (through the plan and budget), and then being confident that the School Board is moving in that direction (by monitoring and evaluating results.)

You might find it helpful to think of governance using economic “principal agent theory”.

“Principals” are the people who decide why we have a School Board. When we talk about principals in the context of principal agent theory, we are not talking about school principals. The principals in principal agent theory are stakeholders such as the Government and students, as well as our district communities and public. “Agents” are the people who decide how we do things. They are the Director of Education, teachers and administrators.

Principals want to get more results (outcomes) for less resources (the money, people and things used by the School Board); agents have many ideas that use up resources (see graphic).

Agency Theory: The Board’s Role

Your job as the board of trustees is to find the right balance among them – to set the right level of resources (by approving the budget) and the right level or range or outcomes (by approving the strategic plan).
As the board our role is to make sure that resources are used in the best way possible by the agents in order to meet the needs of the principals. Sometimes this means feeling like we are stuck in middle of these two groups—a little like a referee. That is the nature of governance and the role of the board: to be an independent voice and decision-maker.

The main benefit to effective governance is, by providing an effective means of strategic oversight, modern school boards are able to coax the most out of limited budgets in order to maximize student outcomes.

These leads us to the main principles of governance:

- **Independence**: in order to be effective, you should be able to think and act independently of the administration, and of any single stakeholder group—even the people who elected you; the governance system is distinct from the day to day operational system;
- **Stewardship**: you should be a faithful steward of resources that belong to other people, and benefit other people;
- **Empowerment**: you should govern the School Board, and empower the Director of Education to manage its day to day affairs;
- **Accountability**: you should expect to hold the Director of Education accountable for the things you delegated them authority for; just as the Province expects to hold you accountable for local governance it has delegated to you;
- **Fairness**: you should consider the interests of all principals and stakeholders, and govern in a fair and equitable way;
- **Transparency**: you should be clear and open about the School Board’s governance arrangements.

Board governance has changed a lot in recent years. There are some important and helpful trends that will serve you and your School Board well now and in the years to come that you will want to consider and practice. They are to be more:

- **Active than passive**, more proactive than reactive: define and delegate rather than react and ratify;
- **Strategic than operational**, oversee don’t do: set and monitor parameters through policy;
- **Open than closed**, open to dissenting voices and different ideas;
✓ **objective than subjective**: monitor the Director’s performance against clear, agreed upon expectations and criteria;

✓ **inquisitive than intrusive**: ask tough questions to better understand, as long as these are constructive and positive: form a linkage with management that is both empowering and safe;

✓ **team oriented than individualistic**: the board acts as a collective, not as individuals: you are part of a team that acts together; the Director reports to the board as a whole.

**Roles Responsibilities and Relationships**

Your legal duties are listed in *The Education Act*: (in short) to administer and manage the educational affairs of the school division, and to exercise general supervision and control over the schools - through bylaws and resolutions.

In practice, the board of trustees governs (supervise and control) and the Director of Education administers and manages (delegated to and monitored by the board of trustees).

Your main roles, and steps you can expect to take to fulfill these, are:

**Leadership in Setting Direction**: School boards lead community, school and school division staff, and students in shaping the future of education in the community by setting the direction. This requires leadership and planning. Planning includes establishing a compelling vision, mission, and statement of values or principles to guide school system policy and operations. Strategic planning is an essential tool for school board leadership. The key roles of the board in setting the strategic direction of the School Board, are to:

- review and approve the strategic plan;
- hire the Director of Education, delegate authority and manage this relationship;
- set the risk appetite and approve policies to guide staff; and
- review and approve resourcing largely through the annual budget.

**Stewardship through Control**: Stewardship is about overseeing the operation of the school system. School boards act on behalf of the citizens they represent and have authority over the school system and its resources. School boards govern by defining the processes they will use...
to govern and identifying the desired results for Saskatchewan students. They usually do this by developing policies and monitoring processes to determine progress toward desired results. This means gaining reasonable assurance that the organization is moving in this direction (it’s “in control”). The key roles of the board in gaining this assurance are to:

- monitor and report on the performance of the School Board;
- monitor and evaluate the performance of the Director of Education, and of the board itself;
- oversee risk management, including compliance with policies; and
- review and approve the financial reports and audit.

**Relationships through Culture:** Beyond your core governance (legal) roles of leadership and stewardship, School Board members are expected to engage with key stakeholders, ensuring that the institution has effective connections with all those who have a stake in the effective education and well-being of children and youth. You are to:

- empower the Director of Education and build a strong and productive relationship with her/him. Most of the work of school boards is accomplished through relationships with staff including the Director of Education, principals, teachers, and support staff.
- maintain strong relationships with the communities you represent in order to reflect the communities’ spirit and values;
- ensure the school board engaged with and has effective relationships with other agencies that serve children and youth. Communication with and listening to all of these groups and individuals is important to the effective operation of the school system.

While the board focuses on these, the Director of Education and their staff perform the actual day-to-day work of providing a quality education to the youth of the region: there is a “bright line” between the responsibilities of each.

The work of the board and the Director of Education is integrative. They are partners collaborating in achieving the School Board’s mission, vision, goals and objectives by each doing what they are uniquely equipped to do, and respecting each other’s potential to excel.

**Board Committees**

In order to provide effective oversight most boards rely on the work of committees to provide diligence on specific areas of organizational concern. There is a spectrum of approaches to the right number and type of committees used so each school board and board needs to find the right balance. Too many committees and the board risks crossing the line into operations and management.
doing the work of staff. Too few committees and the board risks burdening the board of trustees with too much diligence work, or worse missing key oversight responsibilities.

Often, boards use a small number of standing committees that usually focus on oversight: monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of the school board’s performance and Director. The two most common standing committees are the Audit & Finance Committee, and Governance & Human Resources Committee. Their functions are described in the supplemental material for this Board Roles and Responsibilities.

There may also be times when special purpose committees, sometimes called ah hoc committees are desired to provide short term diligence on important board matters. For example, a Transportation Committee might be struck if a long term contract is up for renewal. Care should be taken to ensure the work of any committee is at the right level, and that it does not interfere or duplicate the work of staff.

**The School Board Chair**

The chairperson plays a key role in the operation of the school board. The chair sets the tone and climate for the meeting through fair, reasonable and impartial treatment of all board members. The chair keeps the meeting moving along and ensures that all important issues are addressed.

The school board chairperson fulfills several roles. These roles include:

- Leader or captain of the board
- Organizer of effective meetings
- Spokesperson for the board
- Leader in policy setting
- Facilitator of problem solving and discussion

**Selecting the Chair**

*The Education Act, 1995* specifies that the board must hold an organizational meeting following elections and annually to select a chairperson and vice-chairperson. However, the Act does not specify the method that is to be used to select the chair.

Selection of an effective chair is essential for productive meetings and the success of the board. School boards are encouraged to discuss the characteristics of an effective chair and to base their selection on who could best lead the board’s work, based on their skills, abilities and experience.

Selection of the chair should be confirmed by an approved motion.

**Becoming a Better Board Chair**

Most people are not born with the innate ability to chair a meeting. It is a skill that can be learned through study, observation and practice. Some ideas for building the skills needed to be a good board chair include:

- Participate in SSBA and other seminars and courses. SSBA Module 12 focuses on the role of school board chair and provides information and opportunities for discussion and analysis of real-life situations. Seminars and courses teach leadership, listening, conflict resolution,
public speaking, media relations, and organizational skills. School board chairpersons are required to use all of these skills at various times.

- Observe other people who are effective chairpersons. How do they demonstrate leadership? What do they do to keep meetings moving along? How do they deal with differences of opinion or conflicts among board members? How do they deal with the media?
- Read books and articles relating to the role of board chair. Numerous publications on this topic exist. Although not all publications are targeted specifically at school board chairs, many of the skills needed to be a good board chair are fairly generic and apply to virtually any type of board chair.

**Supplemental Information on Roles and Responsibilities:** Please refer to the supplemental tools and examples that will help you with your board role.

---

**The Legal Framework for School Board Governance**

Locally elected Boards of Education are an important part of the democratic process that provide a connection between the community and the education system. This connection helps local boards guide the direction of resources in a manner that will best suit the communities they serve. They also provide a valuable outlet for parents to connect with the system in a more meaningful way.

Every board’s – and board member’s – powers, duties, accountabilities and liabilities are set out in law. At the top of this legal hierarchy are Acts passed by legislatures, then Regulations approved by Ministers, and then Board-approved Policies.

In Canada, the *Constitution Act of 1867* (formerly called the *British North America Act, 1867*) gives the provinces responsibility for making laws regarding Kindergarten to Grade 12 education.

The Province of Saskatchewan, in fulfilling its responsibility for the education of young people, has delegated much of that responsibility to school boards – a form of local government created by the province.

This is how the legal framework applies to K-12 education in Saskatchewan:
Constitutional Basis of School Board Authority

The Constitution Act, 1867

Government of Canada

Government of Saskatchewan

School Boards

The Legislative Framework for K-12 Education in Saskatchewan

*The Constitution Act, 1867* (also called the *B.N.A. Act*) and *The Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 1982*

**The Saskatchewan Act, 1905**

Federal Government

Provincial Government

Responsibility for K-12 education of children on federal territory, such as First Nations reserves.

Responsibility for K-12 education of children

- The Occupational Health and Safety Act
- The Labour Standards Act
- The Workers’ Compensation Act
- The Local Authority Freedom of Information and Protection of
The Education Act

The most important Act governing School Boards is *The Education Act, 1995*. This Act, and regulations, provide a detailed framework for Kindergarten to Grade 12 education in Saskatchewan. The Act:

1. describes the authority and obligations of the Minister of Learning, school boards, and conseils scolaires;
2. sets out duties of senior administrators, principals, and teachers;
3. describes processes that occur within the education system such as organization and management of schools, school closure, hiring and termination of teachers, school finance, and collective bargaining with teachers;
4. defines the students whom the education system serves: “every person who has attained the age of six years, but has not attained the age of 22 years, has the right to a public education.”
5. says that school boards may “co-operate in, participate in or facilitate the co-ordination, administration or provision of educational programs for children who are not yet eligible to be enrolled in Kindergarten ...” Many school boards co-operate with other agencies to offer prekindergarten and similar programs for children younger than six.

School boards oversee operations of the school division and ensure the school division is successful. You have a responsibility to create an environment within the division that facilitates teaching and learning, because such an environment will result in better student outcomes. You have a responsibility to “administer and manage the educational affairs of the school division” in a manner that promotes success for all students and makes schooling a productive and positive experience for all students.

School boards have both duties and powers.

Duties are obligations the board must fulfill. In *The Education Act, 1995*, duties are identified by the phrase, “a board of education shall”. Section 85 of the Act describes the duties of school boards and other duties are also implied throughout the Act. Some of the more important duties of the school board are:

- to hire and direct the director of education
- to approve the budget
- to approve the program of studies
- to determine the facility plans
- to appoint qualified teachers

The Act also confers powers on school boards to enable them to fulfill their duties. In *The Education Act, 1995*, powers are identified by the phrase, “a board of education may”. Section 87 of the Act describes the powers of school boards. Some of the more important powers are:

- employing ancillary staff
- entering into agreements with other school boards, the conseil scolaire, or First Nations
- providing scholarships and bursaries
- acquiring vehicles for student transportation

The School Board is a Corporate Body

_The school board is a corporate entity with defined duties and powers._ We treat corporations as a person under the law for practical reasons. Because the school board is a corporate entity, it can enter into contracts with individuals, businesses and other organizations; it can buy and sell buildings, equipment and supplies; and it can be sued or sue others.

But of course corporations aren’t really persons at all. They are treated as if they are persons, but they have no mind of their own.

That’s the board’s role.

The board is the “directing mind of the body corporate”.

_The school board must ensure that the school system operates within statutory requirements._ Because school boards are corporations created by an Act of the legislature, they have only those powers which the legislature has provided. A school board that attempts to do something which exceeds its authority under _The Education Act, 1995_ has created the potential for legal liabilities. If a school board spends money for purposes which exceed the board’s legal authority, individual board members can be held liable. If you are unsure about whether a particular course of action is within a school board’s legal authority get a legal opinion.

_The Education Act, 1995_ also governs other aspects of school board’s operations. For example, it defines the school board’s responsibility for the education program, outlines meeting procedures, and specifies some financial requirements. Relevant sections of _The Education Act, 1995_ are discussed throughout this Handbook.

Governing in a Changing World

_A changing world has implications for education._ Major changes are occurring in Saskatchewan and the world. Many of these changes have implications for school boards. Several of the most significant changes are listed below. Each of these changes can represent both an opportunity and a challenge for school boards.

In Saskatchewan:

- Most jobs today require a minimum of Grade 12 graduation and/or specialized skills training. Most unskilled jobs are in the service sector where pay is low and hours irregular.
- School enrolments are declining in rural areas of the province.
- People are moving to the cities – city populations are growing; rural populations are declining.
- Rural demographics are changing. Smaller centres are losing population and businesses and services are becoming concentrated in larger towns and cities.
- There are teacher shortages in specialized areas like math and science.
• Technology is playing an increasingly important role in education and in society as a whole.
• The percentage of Aboriginal children is growing. At the same time, the school success rate for Aboriginal children is unacceptably low.
• Saskatchewan is already experiencing a skills shortage in the trades and there will be a major skills shortage in many fields in the years ahead as baby boomers retire.

When addressing both the opportunities and the challenges created by current changes and trends, school boards don't work in isolation. School boards are the only group legally mandated to govern K-12 education, but they work in concert with the entire community.

• **Parents have a strong interest in their children's education**, and research has shown that when parents are interested and involved in their children's education, the children do better at school.
• **Other agencies that serve children and their families** have a strong commitment to children's well-being and work collaboratively with the school.
• **Employers depend on the schools** to develop an educated, technologically literate workforce.
• **The community as a whole** knows that schools have an important role in creating productive citizens who can contribute to their families and their communities.

[Link to The Education Act](#)
[Link to Saskatchewan’s Plan for Growth](#)
Ethical Conduct

Unethical behaviour in a school board can ultimately derail work performance and public reputation. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the Board to set the ethical framework for their organization and to provide the leadership and mechanisms necessary for compliance. Board oversight of ethical and professional standards is critical to ensure organizational alignment and transparency.

The school board is responsible for ensuring that appropriate procedures are established to deal with conflict.

Occasionally a student and/or a student’s parents find themselves in conflict with a school. Most often, these conflicts are related to disciplinary matters, but they can relate to any aspect of school life including the program of studies, instructional or library materials, or extra-curricular activities. The Education Act, 1995 requires that school boards have procedures in place to deal with conflicts that may arise and that parents have immediate access to these procedures.

Ideally the procedures are designed to promote win-win solutions to problems rather than confrontation, and all procedures must be consistent with both provincial and federal legislation.

In exceptional circumstances, the school board may need to seek legal advice in these matters. Legal Services at the Saskatchewan School Boards Association is available to assist with this task.
Board Member Conduct

As a trustee you will be required to conduct yourself at all times in a professional manner and to fulfill your fiduciary duty as a board member. That means acting in the best interest of the Board of Education, even when the needs of the board are in conflict with your own needs or desires.

This goes beyond simple conflict of interest where financial gain is at stake, but also means you must also put the needs of the board ahead of your own political aspirations. This is not always easily done. But if you follow the fundamental legal duties of school board members and treat them as values then ethical and effective conduct is assured.

The first of these duties is called the Duty of Loyalty, or your “fiduciary” duty:

- To act honestly, in good faith, in the best interests of the organization.

You are a fiduciary, a trustee looking after the business and affairs of a beneficiary who can’t look after their own business and affairs, the school board itself, and its beneficiaries, the students.

Once you accept a position as a board member in Canada, you are accepting appointment as guardian of a helpless child, the corporation, in this case, a school board. Not only must you act in this helpless child’s best interests, to guard its welfare and sustain it over the long term, but you also must decide what those best interests are. Your primary tool is your own experience and wisdom—your judgment. You are entitled to, in fact must, take into account the interests and views of everyone else in the helpless child’s life. However, you must not let any one of their interests prevail over the others. You listen, you weigh, you deliberate as a collective group of guardians. You agree on what is in the child’s best interest, then you act on it. Then you watch over the child’s welfare, and go through the whole process again, and again. And each time, you may weigh the competing interests slightly differently, to benefit the child over its lifetime.

In order to live the duty of loyalty as a personal value a board member must be direct and straightforward in their dealings and deliberations without breaking confidences. This duty also means that you will bring the voice of your constituents to the board, but still vote in favour of motions that are in the best interest of the board as a whole, even when they are at odds these same constituents.

The second of these duties is the Duty of Care:

DUTIES

**Duty of Loyalty:** To act honestly, in good faith, in the best interests of the organization.

**Duty of Care:** To exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonable prudent person

**Duty to Comply with the Act:** complying to the letter and the spirit of the legislation, regulations and directives of the Government of Saskatchewan
To exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonable prudent person. We demonstrate care by attending and being prepared for meetings, following policy and procedures, speaking our mind and bringing our skills to bear on decision making.

The third of these duties is the Duty to comply with the Act.

That means complying to the letter and the spirit of the legislation, regulations and directives of the Government of Saskatchewan.

It is only when we act in a manner consistent with these duties that we can completely fulfill our board duties.

**Conflict of Interest**

A conflict of interest arises when the interests of a board member have the potential to be at odds with the best interests of the organization.

There are three kinds of “conflict of interest” that you may face:

- **Direct**: a narrow legal conflict of interest exists when you or an immediate family member stand to gain or lose money personally because of a decision before the board. For example, you or your immediate family member being considered for employment or contract for services;

- **Indirect**: when the financial gain is one step removed from you, for example, you are an officer or executive of a potential supplier to the school board, or of a charity where the school board is a major donor; or

- **Perceived**: when someone looking in from the outside perceives that you used your influence to get the board to make a decision that favoured someone or a group you have affinity with or loyalty to. For example, a contract being awarded to a neighbour, someone you went to school with, or your local community.

To differentiate them, the second and third types are sometimes called “conflicts of loyalty”.

A pretty good “gut test” for a conflict of interest is to ask: “How would this look as front page news?” Would readers understand what happened and why? How would the organization’s reputation be affected? What do your colleagues think? Is it a conflict from their perspective? What counsel do they give you?

As a member of the school board, you must not put yourself in a conflict of interest situation.

- **You cannot have a direct contract with the school board, such as an employment contract or a contract to supply goods or services.** The only money that you can accept from the school board is your per diem payment and payment for expenses such as traveling expenses.

- **The Education Act, 1995** does not deal with indirect contracts, such as an employment or service contract that your spouse, child, other relative, or very close friend may have with the board. However, for the sake of your personal credibility and reputation in the community, it is important that you avoid any perceived or real conflict of interest. **If the board is discussing an employment or service contract with one of your**
relatives, leave the room, before and during discussion and decision, and ask that your absence be recorded in the minutes.

If you are found in conflict of interest, you will lose your seat and you may also be subject to a fine or a prison term.

In addition to the statutory conflict of interest provisions for school contracts, school board members must be careful to ensure they bring an open mind to all the important business of the board. Board members should consider only relevant matters when deciding upon issues, and ensure that their minds are free from improper biases.
The Board’s Role in Planning and Performance Oversight

One of your most important roles as a School Board member is strategic planning. Strategic planning establishes the direction of the school board – a roadmap for all to follow and track. The Strategic Plan provides the foundation for performance and risk oversight, setting expectations and determining planned outcomes.

You do this:
- by taking an active role in the establishment of the School Board’s Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives;
- in close collaboration with management (who usually draft the plans); and,
- in consultation with key stakeholders.

The following table highlights the roles and responsibilities of the principles, board and agents in the strategic planning process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision (Where are we going – long term?)</th>
<th>The Principals (Stakeholders)</th>
<th>The Board (The Elected School Board Members)</th>
<th>The Agents (The Director of Education and Staff)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provides input through public participation and engagements mechanisms</td>
<td>Approve in consultation with the Agents</td>
<td>Provide initial draft for board input and approval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mission (Why do we) | Provides input through public participation and engagements mechanisms | Approve in consultation with the Agents | Provide initial draft for board input and approval |

---

2 Much of the content of this section is drawn from SSBA's comprehensive Performance Management Framework to guide School Boards in this area:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The Principals (Stakeholders)</th>
<th>The Board (The Elected School Board Members)</th>
<th>The Agents (The Director of Education and Staff)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exist?</td>
<td>engagements mechanisms</td>
<td>Agents</td>
<td>approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values (What are the non-negotiables?)</td>
<td>Provides input through public participation and engagements mechanisms</td>
<td>Approve in consultation with the Agents</td>
<td>Provide initial draft for board input and approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals (What results do we want to achieve?)</td>
<td>Provides input through public participation and engagements mechanisms</td>
<td>Approve in consultation with the Agents</td>
<td>Provide initial draft for board input and approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives (Outcomes) (What will be seen along the way?)</td>
<td>Provides input through public participation and engagements mechanisms</td>
<td>Approve in consultation with the Agents</td>
<td>Provide initial draft for board input and approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies (How will we approach and accomplish our vision, mission, goals and objectives?)</td>
<td>Provides input through public participation and engagements mechanisms</td>
<td>May review some strategies</td>
<td>Design and implement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions (What actions will we take to achieve our goals?)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Decide on and implement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures (How will we know we have succeeded? What are the quantifiable measures of our success?)</td>
<td>Receive reporting on results through various mechanisms such as periodic newsletters, public meetings and annual reports</td>
<td>Approve the high-level metrics in consultation with the Agents (the agents may use a larger suite of metrics to manage by – not all of which need to be seen at the board level.)</td>
<td>Design and provide to the board for approval – report on high-level metrics (agreed to with the board) and use lower level metrics to manage the organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Environmental Scan and Stakeholder Engagement**

The first step in strategic planning is to understand what is going on in your district, what are the changing needs, aspirations, opportunities and risks. This is called different things, often “e-scan” (external environment scan), “i-scan” (internal scan) and “SWOT” (internal strengths and weaknesses, and external opportunities and threats). Undertaking this work is typically the role of the Director of Education and his or her staff, who would then report on the outcomes of these efforts to the board.
Strategic plans are usually multi-year, 3 or 5 years, so this scanning step is usually much more in-depth in the years when you are drafting a new multi-year plan. These will involve considerable engagement with the public, communities, Government and other stakeholders. In other years, the scanning may be less intensive, and rely more on internal scans.

You will want to ask key questions during the strategic planning process, such as:

- What are the strategic, operational, reputational and financial risks inherent in the strategy and are they in accordance with the organization's appetite for risk?
- How will management track and report the achievement of strategic objectives?
- How does the strategy compare with what others in the sector are doing?
- Can we meet the resource requirements of this strategy now and into the future?
- Will our organizational values and ethics be compromised in any way by execution of this strategy?
- What is the probability that the strategy will be successful and what alternatives exist if expectations are not met?

It is important that the Board have the capacity to challenge the assumptions that management uses to make decisions. Good strategic plans should stand up to scrutiny over their logic, projected outcomes and investments made to support them. Boards should consider the following in assessing the organization's strategic plan:

- Goals must be clear, widely communicated and cascade throughout the enterprise
- Plans must be documented and align with the goals
- Forecasts must address course corrections required in the Budget and recalibration of the goals
- Actual/measurement processes must be timely, accurate and transparent

Boards can effectively monitor strategy only when they are informed and knowledgeable about the strategy and its effect on organizational outcomes. Trustees can request further information and research, and engage external consultants and educators to build a platform of knowledge to participate in high level debate.

The Minister of Education and school boards have interdependent roles and responsibilities to each other. Both are involved in meeting expectations in relation to key areas of strategic direction. In creating the strategic direction, the board must align with the Minister’s mandate to ensure they are advancing on the strategic priorities of the provincial government.

*The school board ensures the community and staff are engaged to establish a compelling vision and mission for the school division.*

The school board provides leadership in development of the school division’s strategic plan with its statement of vision, mission, principles, goals and action plans. You should involve a wide range of individuals and groups in the planning process. Students, school division staff (both professional and non-professional), parents, business groups, Aboriginal groups, community organizations, and the general public all have an interest in the school division’s strategic plan.
The School Community Councils in the division can play an important role in development of the school division’s strategic plan by coordinating consultations in the communities they serve and by advising the school board.

**Public participation is important because:**

- The school division’s strategic plan should reflect the dreams, hopes and aspirations of the people the division serves.
- When you gather ideas from many people, you usually get more ideas and richer information than if only a few people are involved in the plan’s development.
- When concerned groups and individuals have a hand in shaping the school division’s strategic plan, they are more likely to support the direction.

**Horizon Plan**

The second step in strategic planning is called horizon planning. In this step, you will approve a Vision, Mission, and Values or Principles statements for the School Board. Usually this is done during the year that you are writing a new Strategic Plan, and even then, these may not change for 7 to 10 years.

**A Statement of Vision**

*Has our school board established a compelling vision for the future of the education program in your schools?* A vision statement answers the question, *“Where are we going, long-term?”*

A vision statement presents a picture of an ideal future state for the school division.

Effective organizations use a process of proactive visioning to create their desired future. The process involves clearly describing a “desired future state”, assessing the gap between the present and future state and then creating a realistic action plan to bridge the gap.

- Vision is our sense of who we can be and what we can become.
- Vision concentrates our attention on choosing a future and making it happen.
- Vision, like a good travel poster, creates wants. It paints a future that in every way truly matters.

**Examples of school board vision statements include:**

- An inspired community of learning and achieving.
- Students who become knowledgeable and skilled citizens, contributing to and benefiting from a democratic and prosperous society.

**A Statement of Mission**

*Does our school division have a statement of mission that is well known?* A mission statement answers the question, *“Why do we exist?”*

A mission statement describes the unique purpose for which the organization exists and the specific function it performs. It should not be lengthy or complicated. It should be short, powerful, compelling, and easy to understand.
Examples of school board mission statements include:

- *Our mission is to nurture, teach and excel.*
- *Our mission is to ensure the achievement of success in a safe and caring environment.*

**A Statement of Values or Principles**

*Are the values and beliefs that guide our school system clearly understood and stated in policy?* A statement of values or principles answers the question, “What values / principles guide our actions?”

Core values and beliefs are the non-negotiables, which translate into principles serving as signposts to direct actions within the school division. These statements of principle define the character of the school division and provide a basis for making decisions. Foundational principles can also serve as a guide to action planning. *Because we believe ____________, we will or will/not ______________.*

Examples of guiding principles that govern actions and interactions in school systems are:

- **Accountability** - *The school division values individual and organizational accountability.*
- **Learning** - *Teaching and learning processes focus on student needs.*

**Strategic Plan**

The third step is the Strategic Plan itself – the goals and outcomes (objectives), should line up with the Business Plan that management writes – the strategies and activities planned for achieving the goals and outcomes.

---

3 Example from SSBA’s Performance Management Framework.
### Objectives/Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Objectives/Outcomes</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Actions/Activities</th>
<th>Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Transitions: Students will make smooth and successful transitions from Kindergarten through Grade 12 and into post-high school opportunities</td>
<td>1. Pre K and K students show readiness to learn</td>
<td>1.1 Establish an Early Learning Programs</td>
<td>1.1.1 Introduce new Pre-K programs in time for next fall</td>
<td>M1 - 95% of our students read with comprehension by the end of Grade 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Students transition successfully from Grade 8 to 9</td>
<td>2.1 Create and implement an Orientation and Mentoring Program</td>
<td>2.1.1 Hold joint meetings in September focused on the transition between elementary and high school</td>
<td>M2 - 95% of students successfully transition from grade 8 to 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Students transition successfully from high school to post-high school opportunities</td>
<td>3.1 Build Career Planning Capacity</td>
<td>3.1.1 Develop work exploration programs</td>
<td>M3 - 85% of students transition from Grade 12 to a post-secondary institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Values:

- **Accountability** - The school division values individual and organizational accountability.
- **Learning** - Teaching and learning processes focus on student needs.
A Statement of Goals

**Has our school board defined measurable goals / objectives for the improvement of the school system?** A statement of goals answers the question, “What results do we want to achieve?”

Our understanding of the mission for the school system is expressed by goals and/or objectives that set the overarching long-term direction for development in the school division. Goals and objectives should be stated as measurable priorities.

Goals are few in number to ensure the concentration of resources for results. Goals make it absolutely clear where resources will be focused in order to produce results.

An Example of a goal is: Students will make smooth and successful transitions from Kindergarten through Grade 12.

Each goal will have one or more objective – these are outcomes that we expect to see along the way to achieving the goal. Objectives should be SMART:

- S: specific
- M: measurable
- A: attainable
- R: resourced, and
- T: time-bound (a target date)

Measurable goals and objectives are characteristic of a board serious about success.

**Examples of objectives to improve school systems are:**

- The vast majority of our students will transition from mandatory to non-mandatory education to successfully complete Grade 12
- Our students will read with comprehension by the end of Grade 3

**As the term “strategic plan” implies, strategy plays an important role in the development of the strategic plan.** Once the board and management agree on the vision, mission, values, goals and objectives (where we are headed, why, and what we want to accomplish) it is then up to the Director of Education and his or her team to determine the optimal strategy for accomplishing these. Strategy answers the questions “How will we approach and accomplish our vision, mission, goals and objectives?”

An example of a strategy for “smooth and successful transition” might be: “We will proactively engage with aboriginal populations to determine barriers to Grade 12 completion.”

Determining our strategy—how we will reach our goals—will drive the actions to be taken. When a strategy is aligned from the vision, mission, goals and objectives of the strategic plan, through the actions of the business plan, which are resourced by the approved budget, then activities should produce the expected outcomes. Without a defined strategy the organization
risks investing its precious time and resources on “busy work”—lots of activity but few of the desired results.

From Strategy to Action!

*Has our school board identified the critical actions required to achieve the stated priorities?* A statement of action planning answers the question, “*What actions will we take to achieve our goals?*”

School board staff then clearly define and establish measurable steps to achieve the Strategic Plan goals and objectives. Planning should define:

1. The steps that need to be taken
2. By whom
3. The target dates for completion
4. The performance indicators that answer the question, “How will we know that we have been successful?”

Development of detailed action plans is an administrative responsibility, however, the goals set by the school board provide a foundation for the action plan.

Setting Priorities for the Education Program

*Both the province and the school board play roles in setting priorities for the education program and student achievement.*

**Provincial Initiatives**

The Ministry of Education may define key results and desired student outcomes for the school system. They may also define school system cycles of planning, monitoring and reporting. In order to respond to these provincial initiatives, school systems can ensure that provincial priorities are included in their school division priorities and establish planning and monitoring cycles that are congruent with the provincial cycles.

**School Board Action**

The legislation gives school boards significant control over the education program.

*School divisions are required to focus on a core set of learning outcomes, monitor results, report progress and align operations for improved performance.*

Why is it important for you to play an active role in approving and monitoring the education program?

- **Schools boards are responsible for results:** You are responsible for ensuring that all students in the division learn at high levels and have the knowledge, skills and attitudes to be productive members of society, to function effectively in the workplace, and to create healthy families.

- **High levels of academic learning are important for success in today's job market:** Today most jobs require Grade 12 graduation and many require a post-secondary diploma or certificate. This trend is likely to continue in the future, as technology becomes even more
sophisticated than it is today. In the past, people without a lot of formal education could get high-paying jobs today in primary industry. Although some of these types of jobs still exist, most unskilled jobs today are in the service sector, where pay may be low and hours irregular - for example, the hospitality industry. Thus, ensuring that all students complete Grade 12 and achieve academically is a very high priority for school boards.

- It is desirable that school boards have authority as well as responsibility for the school program: although the Ministry of Education develops curricula, school boards are responsible for implementing the program of studies. Boards are responsible for teachers, facilities, books, computers and other resources needed to deliver the program. You are also responsible for the overall quality and effectiveness of the education that students receive. Addressing the school program through policy is one way that boards can have authority as well as responsibility for this very important aspect of education.

- School boards are responsible for approving Locally-Determined Options: Core Curriculum is the foundation for all instruction in Saskatchewan. It provides a core of basic learnings, but also allows some decisions about the school program to be made locally. At the elementary and middle levels up to 20 percent of class time can be spent on Locally-Determined Options, that is, local or community program priorities.

A school board establishes a productive relationship with the Director of Education and a culture that empowers people to succeed: The Director of Education is the chief executive officer of the school division. The school board relies on the director of education to ensure the goals it has set for student achievement and the other results it has identified are realized. The board can create a foundation for success by clearly stating its goals in policy and setting up a monitoring schedule to assess progress toward the goals. The school board then allows the Director of Education and other senior staff to achieve the goals. This approach enables the director and all other staff to focus their energies on key goals and priorities. It is a positive approach that can energize and motivate staff.

School boards are responsible for monitoring student achievement and ensuring the effectiveness of the school program.

Student achievement is the focus of the work of all of the groups that have an interest in education in Saskatchewan. Academic achievement is important, but so are other types of achievement. The Goals of Education recognize that becoming a lifelong learner and developing good interpersonal skills are also needed for success in life.

- Establish goals for student outcomes. School division goals for student outcomes will be influenced by provincial priorities, but boards are certainly not limited by provincial goals. You may want to refine provincial goals for student outcomes or set additional goals. The provincial and local student outcome goals will be one of the elements that determine what is taught in the schools.

- Make decisions about those aspects of the education program that are under the board's control. In some cases, this will involve developing a policy. In other cases, it will involve reviewing and accepting (or not) recommendations put forward by school staff.
• Establish monitoring systems to assess progress toward achieving goals for student outcomes. Effective monitoring tells board and staff whether existing programs are supporting progress toward improved student achievement.

PRINCIPLES FOR PUTTING STUDENTS FIRST

• Students must have the opportunity to be the best they can be. Given the chance, all people can learn - and learn effectively - at high levels.
• The entire community must assist student learning. The greater the community involvement, the more its educational system will meet students’ needs in a cost-effective manner.
• Families must be involved in support of student learning. The greater the level of family involvement in the student’s job of learning, the higher the student’s level of achievement.
• Technology must be used to open the world as a learning resource. Technology will dramatically increase students’ capacity to access and use information.
• Learning opportunities must include workplace and interpersonal skills in addition to the traditional educational program. Schools must develop citizenship skills so that students are capable of becoming responsible productive adults.
• Measurement of learning must be appropriate to the situation. A variety of assessments - which can be tailored to each student, school and community - must be used for analyzing a student’s success as a learner.
• Education must be valued as a profession. Respect for education as a worthwhile profession will be reflected in student attitude and improved student achievement.
• The education system must be flexible enough to meet individual student and community needs. Every person is unique. Schools must have the capacity to adjust readily to meet students’ and society’s changing needs.


Key Questions the Board Should Ask About Governance and Strategy

1. Where are we headed and are we all in agreement on that vision?
2. Why do we exist and will our strategic plan accomplish our purpose?
3. Have we expressed our values clearly enough, and how well do the people who need to understand and live them?
4. How well do our goals express the results we want to achieve?
5. How well do our objectives clarify the outcomes we expect to see along with way to achieving our goals?
6. How well is our strategy expressed and understood?
7. To what extent does the business plan being implemented by management agree with and align to the strategic plan?
8. How well does our board-level scorecard reflect and measure what we are trying to accomplish?
9. How effective is the board at playing its role in strategy and allowing management to play theirs?
10. How well does the strategic plan align with the goals and objectives of the Province?
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Key Questions the Board Should Ask About Governance and Risk
Section 2: What Board Members Need to Know About Governance and Risk

The second section of the Handbook deals with stewardship through control: once you’ve set the direction, your next role is to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in the performance of the School Board, including performance monitoring, risk oversight and stakeholder engagement.

Linking Strategic Planning, Risk and Performance Targets

It is said that what gets measured gets done. Creating a strategic plan is just the first stage of achieving results. A plan is merely an intention to act, real action must then take place, and you need to have a way to be confident that these intentions are being realized.

Measuring results is how we track progress towards our goals and objectives. Once strategies have been determined, measures of their success should be set. Targets should be set, agreed upon and communicated to those responsible for delivery of the strategy to ensure the measure is understood and met.

1 Much of the content of this section is drawn from SSBA’s comprehensive Performance Management Framework to guide School Boards in this area:

Balanced Scorecard

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a tool that links strategic objectives to performance measures, targets and initiatives. It is both a planning tool and a monitoring tool.

Using the BSC, you focus on the 10-12 most important performance measures (KPIs) from a strategic perspective – this keeps you, the board, focused on high level strategic outcomes/results that really matter when you are overseeing the school board’s and Director's performance.

You can use the BSC as a tool to assist your School Division to develop effective strategies. Performance goes beyond a single area – like student or financial – to include multiple perspectives across the school board – that’s why it’s called “balanced”.

The BSC typically measures performance in four high-level goal areas:

- **Students** (Stakeholders, or Customers): this perspective is at the pinnacle of strategy for public sector and not-for-profit organizations like school boards. It answers the question “to achieve our vision, what must we accomplish for our stakeholders (students)?”
- **Process**: In order to deliver the Student objectives, you need effective processes. It answers the question “to satisfy our customers (students), at which operational processes must we excel?”
- **People** (Learning and Growth): This acknowledges the importance of the school board’s people and their growth, by setting tangible objectives for them. It answers the question “how will we sustain our ability to change and improve?” This considers core competencies, skills, technologies and culture needed to support strategy.
- **Financial**: this considers the financial strategy of the school board. It answers the question “to financially sustain our mission, what must we focus on?” This encourages the identification of a few relevant high level financial measures.

In a nutshell, then, BSC helps you answer how money (budget/resources) will pay for the people who will use process to meet the needs of our customers (students).

The value of the BSC lies in the School Board’s ability to learn from its feedback, to change and develop accordingly, to test new possibilities and to gradually increase your understanding of the linkage among student expectations, business processes, people and financial resources,

---

2 Balanced Scorecard was developed by, and is a trademark of, Kaplan and Norton.
and growth for continued organizational success. Here is a simplified example of what a balanced scorecard might look like.

Risk Management and Oversight

“Risk” deals with the uncertainty of achieving objectives - in the real world, no outcomes are certain!

Some objectives will be more challenging to reach, and some will be more important to reach, but all are not equal. For example, on two “people” objectives, you may agree that there should be zero tolerance for sexual harassment in the workplace, but that for the average time taken to fill an administrative vacancy, up to a three-month range may be acceptable.

The big idea here is to attach “risk” to each objective, so that you - and management - can tell if you are “hitting” or “missing” the target, or “tolerance” range. This helps management to move resources around to meet the priorities (zero or low tolerances) that you set together.
The goal of risk management is to optimize risk, not to minimize risk. For instance, we could eliminate all sports activities at schools to minimize the risk of sports injuries, but that would not serve our students well. Risk taking is the essence of how school boards exist, generate student outcomes and sustain themselves. Without risk taking there would be no innovation, no progress and no advances in student outcomes. But, how do we provide oversight in this area?

The Director of Education and staff manage risks by identifying, assessing, measuring, mitigating and monitoring them. (Please refer to Risk Management in Brief in the Supplemental Information for an explanation of Risk Management.)

Beyond staff’s role in risk management, you, the board, then have three roles in risk:

The first is “risk direction”, board and management discussing and agreeing on “tolerances”, or acceptable levels of risk for each objective or outcome area.

The second is “risk oversight”, monitoring the effectiveness of the risk management system.

Risk control, your third role in risk governance, is about having your auditors and internal controls reporting to you (usually the Audit Committee) to make sure that sufficient controls are in place and that these are effective at mitigating risks.

We will now look at these first two roles in a little more depth.

**Risk Tolerances and Policies**

Through an informed dialogue between board and management, you will agree on (and the board will approve):

- risk tolerances: these are ranges of acceptable vs unacceptable outcomes for each objective area (e.g. for each KPI from the BSC), and perhaps too
- risk appetites: these are ranges of desired or target outcomes for each objective area.

This often occurs during the “environmental scanning” phase early on in strategic planning, although risk tolerances can be reviewed and reset at any time during the year in response to real events.

The purpose in setting risk tolerances is so that management has a clear understanding of the board’s priorities when it comes to taking, avoiding or managing risks. These are also important when it comes to management’s reporting to the board, and the board using these reports for monitoring (this will be discussed in the next section Governance and Resources).
Risk tolerances are recorded and used in several ways:

- strategic plan and performance reports: tolerances (ranges) are shown for each outcome, so that actual performance can be tracked to these;
- budget: priorities and tolerances are reflected in the business and operational plans that management writes, culminating in the annual budget;
- policies: most risk tolerances are written down in plain language in Board-level Policies (see supplemental information from section 1, Governance and Strategy), for example:
  - Code of Conduct or Ethical Code; Conflicts of Interest; Confidentiality; Integrity Assurance (Whistle-blowing); Attendance; Travel & Expense Policies: write down tolerances re: acceptable vs. unacceptable behaviour and activities. These are based on both the Statement of Values and risk tolerances.
  - Delegation of Authority (Executive Limitations); Procurement Policy: write down what decisions the Director of Education may make on her/his own, and how, vs. what decisions must be brought back to the board for approval.
  - Governance Policy/Protocol; Board and Committee Charters (Terms of Reference): write down what the board is responsible for, and how (e.g. meetings, voting).
  - Human Resources Policy; Education Policy: write down the board’s parameters for how staff are to be treated, hired, paid, etc.
  - Communications Policy/Protocol: writes down who speaks on behalf of the School Board, when and how.
  - Investment Policy; Insurance and Risk Policies: write down the board-approved tolerance for investment, insurance and other risks.

These are just the most common board-level policies, some boards use others as well, e.g. environmental and social responsibility, archiving and records retention policies.

**Performance Reports and Monitoring**

Reporting provides regular updates for you to assess progress towards objectives, and whether this is within risk tolerances. The reporting process should routinely provide consistent information on the measures identified in the planning process.
One of the biggest complaints of board members is about the information they receive. Common themes are, “I get too much information”, “I don’t have enough time to review it”, I don’t get enough information”, or “this isn’t the information that I wanted!” Most board members hold staff responsible for these problems, but it’s the board’s responsibility to give staff a clear sense of your expectations of the information you’d like to see, when and in what format.

To be truly useful to you, information requires analysis, using statistics, ratios and trends, often being presented in visual and “dashboard” formats, all aligned with, and reporting against, the strategic plan. You should seek a balance between accessing reporting for adequate oversight without being overloaded with information.

Consider the following questions in accessing reporting:

1. What do we need to know to provide effective oversight?
2. When do we need to know it?
3. In what form should it be presented?

By following key principles, you can evaluate the quality and quantity of strategic information you receive, and give useful input and feedback to staff:

1. Materiality: meaning that, at the end of the day, the board needs to focus its scarce time and meetings on what matters, the most significant information in the context of strategy and risk. For example, if the board has determined that improving student retention rates is an important goal, the board will ask staff to collect annual (or semi-annual) data relating to student retention. The board might ask for other kinds of data as well. For example, information from students about factors that make it easier for them to stay in school and factors that contribute to dropout will put statistics into context and provide direction for the development of programs.
2. Reliability: the board should continually be assessing its confidence in management, as well as engaging external resources to verify and validate management’s information when called for.
3. Breadth: that is to make sure that the strategic information is balanced and reflective of the organization’s business model and key stakeholder groups.
4. Depth: seeking results-based outcome and impact performance measures, not just inputs and activities.
5. Continual assurance or frequency: meaning that a board needs to receive strategic information at times on an irregular and more frequent basis. For example, incident or event reporting on safety or security incidents. This involves setting levels of materiality and thresholds, criteria or triggers.
6. Benchmarking or comparisons: to standards, targets, over time, and most importantly to peer comparators.
7. Transparency: meaning the ability of the board to see clearly into the entity, into the business model and how effectively strategy is being achieved.

By applying these principles, better informed decisions will be made about the content, level, frequency and scope of strategic information for the board.

Reporting must be accurate, timely, relevant, and from a consistent source to facilitate “apples to apples” comparisons. You use this information on an ongoing basis to identify, measure, and actively monitor trends. In some cases, trends can take years to fully understand.

You will see and use different types of reports:

- Financial reports: these are reviewed in the next section of the Handbook;
- Performance reports: these are explored next;
- Compliance or exception reports: these are used for management to confirm that policies are being followed, or to seek exceptions if they are not (e.g. safety, security, incident and event reporting, fraud, theft, fire, insurance).

Most of the time, management prepares these reports for the board.

Financial and performance reports are prepared regularly each period, usually every three months (quarterly). Exception and incident reports are prepared whenever actual events happen, and may be sent to the board right away if they are urgent, or grouped and reported at the next regular meeting if they are less so.

Sometimes, the board will ask an outside professional to review or even prepare a report in an area of higher risk or uncertainty, or if management has less expertise in this area. Financial audits are the most common example, as are air quality and safety assessments.

In gathering information, the board should consider that a more accurate picture of performance may be gained by incorporating the views of several groups. For example, the board, senior management, School Community Councils, staff members and the public.

Sometimes, board members will conduct a site visit to confirm or probe reports – this is a sensitive area, since you could unintentionally signal a lack of trust in management, so should be done in collaboration with management.

You will find a tool on *Evaluating the Quality of Monitoring Reports* in the Supplemental section of this Handbook.
Evaluating Performance

You use these performance monitoring reports during the year to evaluate how well the School Board is achieving its objectives, and to oversee the effectiveness of risk management.

Evaluation should include consideration of:

- Actual performance compared to planned performance (goals/objectives/KPI’s);
- Actual performance compared to available benchmarks, and;
- Management discussion and analysis of significant variances.

In addition to performance, financial and exception reports, you may also ask for a summary of results in a performance dashboard, using colour coding and other visual aids:
Look for variances between what is actually happening and what was anticipated to happen. And when you see significant gaps, you ask why, using a risk context, i.e.:

1. This is due to a risk that was not anticipated (not in risk inventory),
2. This is due to a risk that was not accurately assessed or measured (its likelihood or impact was probably underestimated), or
3. This is due to a risk that was not optimally mitigated.

The purpose in asking these questions is not to attribute blame, but to enter into a more informed dialogue with management over what can be done better in the future. In particular, the remedy may be to change strategy, to allocate additional (or less) resources to mitigate the risk, or even to adjust the risk tolerance (policy) itself.

The results of performance evaluation are therefore two-fold:

1. As an input into performance oversight to measure achievement, and
2. As an input in to the next planning process to make planning adjustments.

All of which illustrates that the real purpose of risk management and risk governance is not to “get it right”, it is not a compliance and disclosure system. The real purpose is to learn, to “get a little smarter” at every iteration, and to make more informed resource allocation choices in the future versus the past. It is about reasonableness, appropriateness, plausibility and confidence.

A Safe and Supportive Environment

All school divisions have a large and valuable infrastructure of buildings, vehicles, and equipment that supports the educational program. School boards are responsible for staff
maintaining all those facilities, now and in the future. School boards are also responsible for ensuring the school environment is safe and secure.

**The school board is responsible for ensuring a safe and supportive environment for teaching and learning:** Because the school board is accountable when things go wrong, it just makes sense that the board will take proactive steps to ensure that schools are safe places to learn and work. School boards need to take a broad perspective. Issues range from air quality and bullying, to establishing a positive work environment, to retaining staff.

For example, you will want to know how your school system minimizes the risk of damage, lawsuits and injury for the following activities or events:

- Group rental of school facilities
- Transportation of preschool children
- School class trips
- Out of country travel
- Physical education activities
- Outbreaks of flu or contagious disease
- Unnecessary absenteeism by students and staff
- Bus transportation to and from school

**Effective school boards create and monitor policies:** the school board can’t and shouldn’t be taking care of every detail or overseeing every school activity. Therefore, the school board ensures that appropriate strategies and policies are in place, and then monitors compliance with these.

**The Saskatchewan School Boards Association offers numerous services that help school boards create safe and supportive environments in the schools of their division.** These services include a comprehensive insurance program, legal services, an employee benefits program, and support for many aspects of employee relations.

**Insurance**

The school division's buildings and their contents are worth many millions of dollars and may not be easily replaceable. In many communities there is no other appropriate facility for schooling. If a school were to burn down, the students would have to be dispersed to a series of offices and warehouses around town or bussed elsewhere until a new school could be built. Collections of books and other educational materials that are accumulated over time would be costly and time-consuming to replace. A serious mould problem in a school could render the school unusable and be almost as devastating as a fire.

Adequate loss prevention protocols are essential for all school boards.

The Saskatchewan School Boards Association offers comprehensive insurance program to its member boards. This insurance coverage includes:

- Property insurance - a self-funded loss pool for buildings and contents.
- General liability insurance - a self-funded pool.
• Sexual abuse and molestation insurance – a self-funded pool.
• Air quality insurance – a self-insurance pool to defend boards from air quality lawsuits.
• Boiler and machinery insurance.

Coverages are also available through the Association’s insurance brokers for board member accident, school board errors and omissions, student accident, school bus liability, umbrella liability, crime construction insurance, and miscellaneous event coverage.

The Saskatchewan School Boards Association insurance plan provides direct advice and services to the Association and school boards and also serves as a representative for boards in many initiatives. The strength of the program comes from the large number of boards participating. Together we have the market clout that individual boards might lack.
The Board’s Role in Communications and Stakeholder Engagement

Engaging with the community is an important part of the school board’s job. All community members have a need and a right to know what children are learning and how well they are learning it. They also have a right to know how their tax dollars are being spent and to participate in discussions about the allocation of education resources in their community.

You (the board) have three main roles when it comes to communications and stakeholder engagement, just as you do with other areas of governance:

1. Leadership through Direction: Review and approve direction the Communications Plan and Policies, e.g. for public relations and engagement;
2. Stewardship through Control: Monitor effectiveness of the above, to gain reasonable assurance, using periodic and incident reports, dashboard, meetings; and
3. Relationship through Culture: Engage when appropriate in public and community consultations.

The Director of Education has these parallel roles:

- To propose and execute the approved direction – the Communications Strategy/Plan and Policy/Protocol
- To report on effectiveness – of the above, to gain reasonable assurance, using periodic and incident reports, dashboard, meetings
- To be the primary spokesperson in most cases
- To lead public communications and community engagement
- To integrate communications efforts and to support the board

If you have dedicated communications staff in your School Board, their roles are:

- To develop and execute on approved communications strategy, within policies
- To work with and to brief the Province, Ministry, board and Director, to integrate and coordinate efforts
- To be the communications experts – to understand community and stakeholder needs and issues, to propose the best methods, timing, etc., to prepare periodic and incident reports

The Province/Ministry’s roles are:

- To be accountable to the public for education outcomes and stewardship of public funds
- To put in place broad public policy priorities, Province-wide and community strategies and plans, and to communicate these
- To engage directly as appropriate in public and community consultations

And the roles of the Saskatchewan School Boards Association (SSBA) are:
• As part of the SSBA’s mission and mandate, a range of communications services are made available to, and undertaken on behalf of school boards

• This includes acting as a resource to member boards and school division administration through the delivery of workshops and provision of advice, information and strategic support in the areas of communications, advocacy, media, public relations and crisis management

While public and media relations are primarily the role of staff, there are times that you will directly engage with members of the public. Here are some practical tips for these times:

• Be prepared: Have ready your key messages on important issues. Key messages are two or three short, easily-memorized, simple messages that board members can use to articulate the board’s position on a given issue. Key messages are those aspects of an issue that the board ultimately wants the audience to remember.

• Be honest: Always tell the truth. Use factual and credible points that are not open to misinterpretation.

• Be clear: Speak and write in clear, concise language. Your goal is to communicate, not to confuse people with educational (or other) jargon or impress them with your vocabulary.

• Be calm: Stay calm during any discussion or interview. Losing your temper will only hurt your message and damage your reputation.

• Be alert: Don’t say things you don’t want other people to hear in any public situation.

• Be proactive: *The Education Act, 1995* requires that school boards make their meetings public. Encourage public attendance at board meetings by highlighting the issues that will be under discussion. Let the media and the community know if something particularly important or controversial is coming up.

And, some steps school board members can take to facilitate and enable this:

• develop and monitor policies that foster public engagement

• allocate budget resources to strategies that effectively engage the public

• work collaboratively with other agencies that serve children and youth (e.g. board-to-board)

• engage the public in dialogue in collaboration with the Director of Education

• establish and empower School Community Councils

School Community Councils provide a formal mechanism for public engagement at the school level. Each board determines how it intends to consult with and engage with School Community Councils.

Their responsibilities are directed toward those factors in the home, community and school that are known to have an impact on student learning and well-being, including:

• to facilitate parent and community participation in school planning

• to provide advice to its board of education

• to provide advice to its school’s staff
• to provide advice to other agencies involved in the learning and development of pupils
• to comply with the regulations and the policies of its board of education

Please refer to the supplemental information on Public Engagements for more in-depth discussion on this topic.

Confidentiality
School Board Members should at all time be aware of the expectations on them to keep confidences—confidences in student information and privacy as well as in board matters. The basic rule of thumb is that all student information must be considered private and must be kept confidential unless your care compelled by law to disclose it. The same is true for board matters. All board information is considered confidential unless there is agreement at the board level to disclose. In the supplemental materials you will find a sample confidentiality policy that will provide you with some guidance in this area.

Key Questions the Board Should Ask About Governance and Risk

1. What are the most significant risks faced by the School Board and do we have a strategy in place to mitigate these?
2. What is our risk appetite and tolerance levels in each of these areas?
3. Are we taking the right amount of risk?
4. How well is our risk management plan integrated with our strategic plan?
5. How effective are our controls? And, are we “in control”?
6. How well are risks being managed by the Director of Education?
7. How appropriate is the information received by the board relative to our risks? (Is it the right information, at the right level, in the right format?)
8. How confident are we in the information we receive at the board level?
9. How well are we monitoring and evaluating at risks at the board level?
10. What can we learn from our actual results?
Section 3: What Board Members Need to Know About Governance and Resources

The third section of the Handbook deals with a second aspect of stewardship through control: your responsibility to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in the School Board’s financial performance and integrity.

The board does this by fulfilling 3 main roles:

1. Budgeting
2. Reviewing and approving financials
3. Using financial reports for performance oversight

The Board may establish and delegate to a committee the due diligence work of those three roles to assist in overseeing financial performance and reporting. It is typical to strike an Audit & Finance Committee for this purpose. Sometimes this is called an Audit, Finance & Risk Committee.

Audit & Finance Committee

The committee typically will:

- review and recommend financial statements and reports for distribution;
- oversee the internal and external audits;
- recommend financial objectives and accounting policies to the board;
- review and recommend annual budget for board approval;
- oversee risk management;
- oversee investment policy and performance; and
- facilitate integrated effective working relationships among all the parties responsible for the financial accountability of the School Board, including the board, this and other board committees, management, the external auditors and the Provincial Auditor.

Each member of the audit committee should be financially literate (able to read and understand financial statements), which can be learned through training and education, and, to the extent possible, there should be at least one financial expert (able to prepare financial statements.)

Board and Audit & Finance Committee Role #1: Budgeting

When the board has finalized and agreed to the high level Vision, Mission, Goals and Objectives, management drafts a business (operational, facilities, staffing, etc.) plan (how will we achieve the strategic plan?) and an annual budget (how will we pay for it?) But your role is not yet complete, the final step of strategic planning is when the board approves the annual budget.

By reviewing and approving the budget, you have the opportunity to be confident that the Director of Education and staff have allocated sufficient resources, in the right places, to achieve the plan. Your review is not intended to be a detailed line-item by line-item check, rather the question you are asking is, “is this budget reasonable?”, “is it plausible that this
proposed allocation of resources matches up with and can achieve the strategic plan?” This is a “macro” oversight not a “micro” management exercise.

Funding Components

You will want to be familiar with how School Boards are funded.

Expense categories are clearly delineated in School Board budgets and financial reports. These are:

✓ **Governance**: costs for boards executing your fiduciary responsibilities and duties, as well as elections, membership fees and dues, negotiating fees, public relations, SSBA research, policy and program decision making.

✓ **Administration**: education and business administration, including administrative salaries and non-salary items such as travel costs, computer supplies and software programs.

✓ **Instruction**: salaries and benefits of teachers, instructors, support staff, support specialists and school administration, broken down further into Base Instruction, School-Based Support, Supports for Learning, Locally Determined Terms and Conditions, and Instructional Resources: textbooks and library books, supplies and services including technology supports such as computer supplies and software programs, furniture and equipment, communications.

✓ **Plant Operation and Maintenance**: building operating costs for centralized instructional facilities and for maintaining school grounds, teacherages, storage facilities, maintenance workshops and warehouses.

✓ **Complementary Services**: Prekindergarten (PreK) component allocates funding to boards of education that operate ministry-designated PreK programs

✓ **Transportation**: including transportation operations and school bus renewal

✓ **Tuition Fee Expense**: to address fees typically charged for Saskatchewan students attending a school Outside the Provincial Public Education System

✓ **Associate Schools**: for the operation of associate schools with which you have a contractual agreement

✓ **Debt Repayment**: to provide for principal and interest payments associated with eligible ministry-approved borrowing

And there are two main sources of revenue for School Boards, each of which will be budgeted separately:

✓ Education Property Tax
✓ Grants-in-lieu of Taxes

You may also see (smaller) revenue items including tuition fee revenue, funding adjustments, transition and school consolidation assistance, other user fees and transfers, trust or investment income and fund-raising/donations/sponsorships/partnerships.

Your education operating funding grant is the calculated expense...
total minus the calculated revenue total.

The operating grant does not cover major building renovations or construction of new facilities. Boards of education receive a separate grant for building renovations and construction of new facilities.

You will want to be aware of the guiding principles that apply to how the Ministry will distribute funds to Boards of Education and how Boards of Education will allocate funds provided to them. The Ministry and Boards of Education will expect:

- **Mutual Responsibility**: be guided by sustainable programs and services that support the broad range of factors required for student achievement.
- **Accountability**: maintain a respectful collaborative working relationship, and ensure that the principles are reflected in their actions and decisions and demonstrate their responsibility to stakeholders and the public.
- **Transparency**: make decisions that are supported by evidence-based written policies that are consistently applied and easily understood.
- **Equity**: make decisions that support all students in reaching their full potential.
- **Stability**: make decisions that endeavour to provide the flexibility to deal with periods of economic stability, growth and decline.

Within this funding framework and consistent with these principles, School Boards have some flexibility in how they allocate resources to schools and initiatives, including local priorities.

For a complete review of funding components, you should access and read the Funding Manual [here](http://www.education.gov.sk.ca/Ed-Finance/Distribution-of-Provincial-Funding).

**The Budget Cycle**

The process used to develop the yearly budget varies from one School Board to another. It begins with identification of board priorities, and makes provision for ongoing monitoring to ensure the desired educational results are being achieved. Here is an overview of the budget
cycle used by many School Boards:1

1. **Consult:**
   
a. **Consult with the public and relevant groups:** at the beginning of the budget cycle, the School Board may consult with the general public, School Division staff, parents, business groups and First Nations groups. This gives people (stakeholders) with differing opinions an opportunity to express their views about the programs and services they consider important. It also gives the board an opportunity to explain the financial implications of various packages of programs and services. For example, if the public asks for a huge expansion of technology-based programs, the board can explain that this might mean a reduction in other programs and services. This is an important component of a School board’s communications strategy.

b. **Identify Board Priorities:** you may hold a formal strategy session each year (recommended) or you may set priorities through informal discussions. The board’s priorities are usually influenced by what the public says, changes in community needs or demographics, trends in education, and the board’s core values and beliefs.

*The budget reflects the values and beliefs of the school system:* the budget is one of the most powerful tools that a school board has for governing the school system. For example, school boards often identify core values and beliefs such as:

- Providing a safe, orderly, school environment
- Providing equality of opportunity and of outcomes for all students, and
- Preparing students for the technology-intensive, global economy of the future

---

1 Adapted from Wagner and Sniderman, 1987
During the budgeting process, you should ask yourself, “would this expenditure of money be consistent with our core beliefs and values?” and “with the outcomes we want to achieve?”

*The board uses the budget and financial plan as a primary tool to achieve the strategic priorities of the School Division.* you want to focus on results – on the type of student knowledge, skills and attitudes you want to see achieved. Although desired results often relate to retention rates and student achievement, many School Boards address other areas as well, such as students’ subjective experience of schooling, incidents of violence or bullying, and equality of outcomes for students of both genders and all cultural groups.

School boards also set long-term, short-term, and ongoing priorities. For example, building a new school is a long-term priority. Ensuring well-stocked, up-to-date school resource centres is an ongoing priority.

The way the School Board spends money should reflect the results the board wants to achieve and the priorities it sets, so you should:

- Write policies describing the results you want to achieve and the priorities you have established,
- Allocate resources to support your goals and priorities
- Monitor progress to ensure the desired results are being achieved
- Hold the Director of Education responsible for achieving the desired results

For example, if improving student retention is one of the board’s goals, then money would be allocated for supports that make it easier for students to stay in school. These supports might include anything from tutoring for students who are reading below grade level to daycare for teen moms.

**c. Consider Provincial Initiatives:** Provincial priorities may include the implementation of new curricula, requirements concerning data collection and reporting, or programs to equalize opportunity for all students.

2. **Report Enrolment to the Ministry of Education:** enrolment figures as of September 30 must be reported to the Ministry of Education. The operating grant received from the Province is based largely on these numbers.

3. **Identify Desired Program and Set Preliminary Budget:** The School Board plans a package of programs and services and the Director of Education and Chief Financial Officer (CFO) develop a budget that reflects the board’s priorities. If you have a Finance Committee of your board, it will review the draft budget first and provide input to management and the board. During this process, some adjustments to programs, services and budget may be necessary in order to work within the anticipated revenue. Some questions for you to consider:

- What are the key risks to the plan?
Assess the overall effectiveness and efficiency
- Perform Sensitivity Analysis (play "what if?")

4. **Receive Budget Information from the Ministry of Education:** The Ministry of Education uses September 30 enrolment figures to calculate the amount of provincial grant each School Division will receive. This information is provided to School Boards as soon as calculations are complete, usually late fall or early winter. Boards actually receive their provincial grant when the provincial budget comes down, usually in March of each year.

5. **Revise Program and Budget as Required:** sometimes School Divisions have to adjust their preliminary program, budget and tentative mill rate once they know exactly how much money they will be getting from the Ministry of Education. You may decide to cut back on programs or you may be able to add program components. Final adjustments to the program and budget usually occur in March or April.

6. **Monitor the Budget and Educational Results:** to ensure money is being spent in accordance with priorities and that desired results are being achieved. Once you’re convinced that the annual budget provides the resources necessary to achieve the desired results, management implements the plan, and the cycle of measurement and adjustment begins.

**Board and Audit & Finance Committee Role #2: Reviewing and Approving Financials**

Your second role in financial governance (education finance) is to review and approve the financial statements of the School Board.

- Your year-end financial statements are audited, approved by the board and then provided to the Ministry and public as part of your accountability responsibilities.
- You should also review interim financial reports, at least quarterly. These are usually not audited, and might not be used outside the School Board itself.

Your purpose in reviewing financial statements and reports is to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) that these are fair, accurate and reliable (have “integrity”).

The good news is that you do this by reviewing the work of others, rather than doing the work yourself. Just as with other roles in governance, your role is to oversee, to ask questions, to gain confidence. And you don't need to be an accountant to do this well!

Here is who is responsible for what in financial reporting:

![Financial Reporting Roles Diagram](image-url)
• Management (the Director of Education and CFO) is responsible for preparing the financial statements and reports, including:
  o Accounting methods, choices, estimates, judgements and assumptions underlying these, and
  o Selecting accounting, financial and other controls and making sure they are effective.
• If you have internal auditors (may be staff and/or outsourced), they are responsible to conduct risk-based testing of controls to report to you (the board and management) on their effectiveness. This begins with internal controls over financial reporting (“ICFR”), and extends to all material controls in the School Board. If you don’t have an internal auditor, you should discuss whether and how the external auditors and staff will cover off the most important parts of this work.
• Other independent professionals: your School Board may use actuaries, compensation advisors, legal counsel, SSBA experts, governance consultants, facilities and environmental assessors and others. Each of these reports to the board and management on areas of their expertise, and most of these will have implications for the financial reports.
• The Audit & Finance Committee: your board probably uses a standing sub-committee that is responsible to review the financial statements and reports before they come to the board, to review these with management, auditors and others, then recommend them to the board.
• The board: at the full board level, you conduct a high level overview of the financial statements and reports.
• Your external auditors (sometimes called the “appointed” auditors, since you appoint them) are responsible to conduct a materiality-based audit (testing) of management’s prepared financial statements, in order to provide an opinion as to whether they are fair, prepared according to accepted accounting principles/standards. It is important to understand that this opinion is granted when the External Auditor has gained “reasonable assurance” not “absolute assurance” that that the financial statements are free from material misstatements and done according to accepted accounting principles/standards. This is a licensed independent professional accountant or firm, who may be locally based, regional, national or global.
• The Office of the Provincial Auditor is responsible to the Legislature to provide independent assurance and advice on the management, governance, and effective use of public resources. Wherever public funds are used, the Provincial Auditor may conduct audits, or it may review and rely on the work of your appointed auditor.

At a board level, then, your steps here are to:

1. Be confident that management and auditors are competent, diligent and independent (from each other):
   a. when you first recruit/appoint them,
   b. at the beginning of each year by reviewing their mandates and workplans, and
   c. at the end of each year by evaluating their effectiveness.
2. Read their reports diligently: this is the most important part of preparing for board and committee meetings, for fulfilling your legal duty of reasonable care.
3. At meetings, ask them questions about their reports: prepare a few questions ahead of time, then listen and be ready to follow-up another board member’s question if it hasn’t been clearly answered. Some questions for you to consider:
Where do you see our most significant fraud risk residing in our operations and how has the audit addressed these issues?

Have all the taxes or statutory withholdings been made appropriately?

4. As you read their reports and listen to their answers, are you hearing resonance among all of them (CFO, Director, external auditor, internal auditor, Provincial Auditor, SSBA, other independent professionals)? If so, you are entitled to rely on their collective work. But, if you are hearing dissonance, substantial differences among their reports and responses, then your job isn’t done. You need to ask more questions, and potentially you may need to send them back to work out any outstanding unresolved issues. Or you may need to resolve them yourself at the board level, if you are running out of time.

As with other steps in governance, this is an art – you will want to focus on important issues and risks (“material”), and not spend too much time on issues or risks that don’t matter to any of the users of the financial statements (the board, the Ministry, lenders and other funders, the community and public).

Financial Statements

This Handbook is not intended to be a substitute for education financial literacy or training, which you are encouraged to study on a continual basis during your service as a school board member. However, here are some of the things to be looking for and asking about in the School Board’s financial statements:

Your year-end audited financial statements begin with two pages:

- Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements: this outlines the different responsibilities of management, board and auditors, and is signed by the CFO, Director of Education and a Board Member, and
- Auditor’s Report: this outlines the auditor’s responsibility and work, and their audit opinion, and is signed and dated by your external auditor. You will want to ask if there were any exceptions or qualifications to the audit opinion, and any outstanding or unresolved issues, whether these are in the auditors’ management report or not. There should not be a significant gap between the audit date and your meeting date to approve these.

The primary financial statements are next:

- The Statement of Financial Position (formerly the “Balance Sheet”): shows
  - Assets: what the School Board owns, you receive future economic value, and
Liabilities: what the School Board owes, you deliver future economic value, and
the difference between these: “Net Assets” or “Accumulated Surplus” (which is
equivalent to owner's equity in the private sector).

Numbers are shown for this year-end and the previous year-end for comparison
purposes.

Assets and liabilities are shown in order of liquidity, that is, how quickly they will
go through cash (in or out).

Financial assets may be reported separately from non-financial assets.

This is signed by two officers of the School Board, including at least one board
member, to indicate that the financial statements have been approved by the
board.

The Statement of Operations and Accumulated Surplus (formerly the “Profit and Loss”)
shows

- Revenues: you earned for delivering economic value this year, and
- Expenses: you incurred in order to deliver economic value this year, generally
  following the same line items and order as the budget and funding outlined
  earlier.
- Again, these include this year's and last year's numbers.
- Any operating surplus (revenues greater than expenses) is added to the
  Accumulated Surplus. If you have an operating deficit (expenses greater than
  revenues), this is subtracted (this is how the balance sheet balances).

Secondary financial statements follow - these are re-presentations or more detailed
breakdowns of numbers in the primary financial statements to help you track and ask questions
about changes from year to year:

- Statement of Changes in Net Financial Assets
- Statement of Cash Flows
- Supplementary tables of Revenues, Expenses, Tangible Capital Assets and Non-Cash
  items, in more detail than the primary financials.

Notes to the financial statements follow. These are probably the most informative parts of the
financial statements, and where you will want to focus your time in preparing and asking
questions of management and the auditors:

- Note 1 always deals with the entity - what is the legal basis and “business” of the
  organization (School Board)?
- Note 2 always deals with accounting policies, including the accounting standards used
  (there are at least 5 different sets of accounting standards in Canada today), accounting
  methods chosen, changes, implications and estimates. With today's accounting
  standards, this is usually the longest note, and while it can get technical at times, you
  will want to:
  - Exercise professional skepticism (like an auditor) but not cynicism (turning over
    rocks looking for something wrong).
  - Ask management and the auditors if there are any issues they want to highlight,
    and any differences in opinion or approach (listening for resonance or
    dissonance)?
  - Don't be afraid to ask a “dumb question” – board members are not financial
    experts, that is why you hire and pay a CFO and auditors who are.
Hold a brief in camera session with the auditors before they leave, but without management in the room – ask them about the conservatism or aggressiveness of management’s estimates and judgements, and about the audit tone itself. Is there anything else that you haven’t reported or written down? Final advice or tips? Do the same thing with your CFO, internal auditor and Provincial Auditor in turn, without the others in the room. Use this information with tact and professionalism.

The next few notes explain line items from the primary financial statements, in the same order as they are presented – the note number is indicated next to each item on the primary financial statements. Follow the same approach as you did with Note 2. Because financial statements are prepared on an accrual basis, not a cash basis, several accounts appear that you will want to understand and may ask about:

- Prepaid expenses: cash has been paid out, but you haven’t received the economic value or benefit yet (e.g. insurance paid for a full year),
- Deferred revenues: these are the opposite – you’ve received cash, but haven’t delivered the economic value or benefit yet (e.g. property tax payments received but not used yet),
- Pension and benefits: these follow economic value accounting, that is, the discounted value of future projected cash flows in (assets) and out (liabilities). These involve more estimates than most other items in the financial statements. One is the “discount rate” which is the time value of money (cash today is worth more than cash a year from now). Another is the estimated life span of people covered in the plans. That is why an independent professional actuary is hired to review and report on these, usually every three years.

The final notes deal with anything else that users of the financial statements should know, such as:

- Restrictions on the use of assets, surplus or reserves. These may be externally imposed restrictions (by the Ministry or a trust, for example), or they may be approved by you, the board (internally restricted). Reserves or restrictions are usually set up to provide for future needs that are several years out, like capital projects. You will want to have a good dialogue on, and understanding of, these. In fund accounting, these are called different “funds”.
- Related Parties: because School Boards are public sector entities, any Government of Saskatchewan entity is a “related party”. Your main focus here should be on related parties where your officers or employees have closer relationships, and where a transaction might not be at arms-length. Your auditor should be checking these for you.
- Off balance sheet items such as commitments, contingencies and subsequent events.

Board and Audit & Finance Committee Role #3: Using Financial Reports for Performance Oversight

Your third role in financial governance (education finance) is using the financial reports for performance oversight. After the financial statements are reviewed and approved, you are the first user of these.
Your purpose here is to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in the financial performance of the School Board, and of management.

You are also using financial reports to be confident in the faithful stewardship of funds, and as an indicator or evidence of ethical conduct. The school board is legally and ethically responsible for all money it collects/receives and spends. Thus, it is important to have systems that ensure funds are spent as planned, accurate records are kept, and the board receives the financial reports it needs.

In the real world, much of this is done at the same time as Role #2, reviewing and approving the financial statements, since when you ask questions of management and the auditor, their responses help you with both roles, understanding and actually using the financial reports. But for the sake of keeping roles clear, we show this as a separate role in the Handbook.

Whenever you receive financial reports from management, at least quarterly, the board will use these to monitor financial results and performance. There are a number of tools that you can use as you do this.

These tools are:

1. Variance Analysis
2. Financial Ratios
3. Balanced Scorecard
4. Scorecards and Dashboards

(Please refer to Tools for Performance Oversight in the Supplemental Information for an explanation of these tools.)

Key Questions the Board Should Ask About Governance and Resources

1. “Is this budget reasonable?”
2. “Is it plausible that this proposed allocation of resources matches up with and can achieve the strategic plan?”
3. “Would this expenditure of money be consistent with our core beliefs and values?”
4. “Would this expenditure of money be consistent with the outcomes we want to achieve?”
5. Is there resonance between all of the people who touch the financial statements? (CFO, Director of Education, internal auditor, external auditor, Provincial Auditor, other independent professionals, SSBA)
6. What are the most significant risks we face and how are they reflected in financial statements?
7. What are the main assumptions behind statements?
8. What are the main estimates and judgements used, and does the auditor have complete confidence in these?
9. What can be learned from the Cash Flows, other secondary statements, notes?
10. If you had additional fees/scope/time, what would you look at next, and why?
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Section 4: What Board Members Need to Know About Governance and People

The fourth section of the Handbook deals with relationship through culture: your responsibility to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in the people of the School Board, particularly the Director of Education, and the board itself.

The first half of this section deals with your human resources relationships and responsibilities; in the second half, we turn to effective board functioning and culture.

You have two main human resources responsibilities:

- The Director of Education is appointed by, and accountable to, the board; because this is a direct employment relationship, it is sometimes called your “parent” role.
- The other staff, whether teachers or administrative, effectively report through the Director of Education; and so you have an indirect employment relationship - this is your “grandparent” role. You will approach each of these quite differently, and we will deal with them separately.

Governance & Human Resources Committee

The Board may establish and use a Governance & Human Resources Committee, to assist in oversight of the people side of the School Board. Occasionally these are split into two committees, although to balance workload among board committees, combining them usually makes sense for school boards.

A Governance Committee’s role is to oversee the effectiveness of the board and committees, including:

- formulating and recommending governance principles and policies;
- board and committee member education and training including filling gaps in skills/competency matrix;
- monitoring and safeguarding board independence and effective functioning;
- board and committee evaluation;
- board orientation and onboarding;
- governance documentation;
- conduct and ethics policies.

A Human Resources Committee’s role is to oversee the employment relationship with the Director of Education, and staff strategically, including:

- developing Director of Education performance objectives and measures;
- conducting an annual Director of Education evaluation;
- reviewing and recommending Director of Education compensation;
- overseeing management succession plan;
- strategic human resources and compensation design and policy oversight;
- oversight of labour relations and collective bargaining, including local bargaining.
The Board - Director of Education Relationship

The relationship between the board and the Director of Education is central and critical to effective School Board governance. Here are some overarching tips to keep in mind with this:

- The board speaks with one voice through the Chair
- The Chair should be in regular contact with the Director between meetings
- The Chair and Director need to have an open and honest relationship: there are both employer-employee and sounding board elements to this
- Be willing to both share bad news and show appreciation when it is deserved
- Be clear on governance versus management roles
- Keep the Director up to date on the pulse of the board

The employment relationship with the Director of Education encompasses these steps, which we will explore in more depth:

- Succession and Recruiting
- Selection
- Agreement and Mandate (Responsibilities: position/job description)
- Performance Management: objectives/targets
- Performance Evaluation and Compensation

Succession and Recruiting

We’re going to start with succession, which is a continual process that, done well, prepares you for recruitment.

You will want to include these three distinct levels in your Director succession plan:

1. Emergency Transition: who will you name as Interim Director if your current Director’s employment ends suddenly and unexpectedly, e.g. sudden illness or death, firing, quits without notice?
2. Orderly Transition: what process will you follow, and what internal candidates might you consider, if your current Director provides ample notice of departure, e.g. retirement or contract not being renewed?
3. Beyond the Next Transition: your School Board should be preparing high potential individuals years ahead of time, whether they end up being your Director, or move through leadership in other School Boards (which is normal and healthy). This process is often called talent management.
Since the Director is your (the board’s) employee, levels 1 and 2 above are your responsibilities. Since the other staff are the Director’s, level 3 (management succession and talent management) is the Director’s responsibility. But because it has implications for Director succession, you should have the Director report to you at least annually on her/his succession and talent management plan within the School Board.

Your Director of Education and head of Human Resources will do most of the work in this area, and the board reviews their plans, asks questions and reaches confidence that we have reasonable plans for all three levels of succession.

Some other tips to keep in mind:

✓ Put Succession planning on the Board’s agenda annually.

✓ It is a board responsibility to describe and be clear on the skill sets, expertise and character required for the next Director of Education.

✓ This begins by taking into consideration today’s (and future) company needs, but the preferred candidate of a couple of years ago may no longer be such, given a dramatically different environment.

✓ Involve your HR executive/ manager to provide the board with expertise in process and steps.

✓ Check that your Director and HR executive are implementing programs that help cultivate the leaders that you want.

✓ Groom successors from within the School Board.

✓ Have more than one possible successor available at any time – even if you have a leading candidate in mind, don’t communicate that too early, or it will de-motivate other senior leaders, even to the point of looking for a job elsewhere, and it may erode the ability of your current Director of Education (“lame duck”).

**Selection**

*Selecting a Director of Education is perhaps the most important decision a school board makes:* Research indicates that board members rank CEO (Director) selection as their top, or in the top two or three, decision(s) made during their tenure. Yet most school boards have limited experience recruiting a Director of Education, because this task is done infrequently.¹

The circumstances under which recruitment occurs varies considerably. If a Director of Education is retiring, you usually have several months’ notice and can make provision for continuity between the retiring and the new Director. If the Director resigns, notice may vary

---

¹ The staff of the Saskatchewan School Boards Association can advise you regarding the recruitment process if your board is hiring a Director of Education.
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from a few weeks to several months. If a Director leaves for medical reasons, there may be no notice and no opportunity for continuity.

After you begin the search process, here are some steps to consider:

✓ Creating and using a special Search Committee of the board: often this committee’s membership includes past board members and leaders from the community, as well as trusted wise current board members. Remember, the final selection of a new Director of Education will be made by a vote of the entire board so you should be clear about this committee’s mandate – is it to recommend a single candidate, or to bring you a short list?

✓ Hiring and using an independent Search firm: there are pros and cons to this, as with using any outside professional advisor, but two big benefits are access to expertise in process, and due diligence in casting the net wide (identifying a larger pool of candidates), so being confident you have the best possible candidate. Even if you have a preferred internal candidate, an external search can validate this choice, and incidentally, build confidence among the rest of the staff in the new Director.

✓ No one will perfectly fit the profile that you created during the succession planning, instead, you use this profile as a way to narrow the list of candidates down to a workable number to interview. You should have a good discussion about the relative importance of skills, experience, leadership and capabilities sought.

✓ Interviews: should be well planned out, even scripted, including who will conduct the interviews (usually a couple of committee members first, then the full committee with those shortlisted, then the full board for the final one to three candidates).

**Director of Education’s Agreement and Mandate**

A formal Employment Agreement between the School Board and the Director of Education makes terms of employment clear. The school board should negotiate and put in place an Employment Agreement with the Director of Education to spell out the terms and conditions of employment.

In addition, the agreement should include a “responsibility mandate” describing role expectations for both the board and Director, and the Director’s authority for decision making.

The agreement should provide for an annual written performance appraisal, and specify salary and benefits. It should also provide a process that will allow employment to be terminated by either party in a way that will not reflect negatively on either party.

Drafting an appropriate contract is complicated and has significant implications; you will want to obtain legal advice.²

---

² Legal Services at the Saskatchewan School Boards Association is available to assist.
Director of Education’s Performance Management

Overseeing the Director of Education’s effectiveness is one of your most important and impactful responsibilities on the board, and also one of the most sensitive.

You should be able to see these benefits from a good Director performance management process:

- Important feedback to the Director about their performance, for both the board and Director to identify opportunities to enhance performance and effectiveness.
- An increased understanding of the Director’s concerns and views on the achievement of organizational objectives.
- A forum to build a healthy relationship between the board, especially the Chair, and the Director based on trust and honesty.
- A framework for the Director to further develop capabilities.
- A forum to reinforce accountability, transparency and the responsibilities of the Director.
- An opportunity to identify and address early warning signs of possible difficulties.
- An opportunity to discuss any future plans the Director may have (e.g. retirement).
- A forum to encourage and congratulate the Director for a job well done.

A high level overview of the performance management process for measuring Director of Education performance is illustrated below, with further considerations following. Formal performance reviews should be conducted at least annually, with informal discussions on progress throughout the year, after every board meeting or at least quarterly.

Plan: You will want to consider:
✓ A consistent process to evaluate the Director’s performance should be agreed upon and approved by the board at the beginning of each year.

✓ The Director and board should establish a shared understanding of performance expectations, also at the beginning of each year.

✓ Performance targets should align to the School Board’s Strategic Plan.

✓ An approved set of targets by both board and Director.

✓ Director recognition and compensation should be tied to performance.

✓ The Director should have a clear understanding of what needs to be accomplished in the upcoming year.

✓ Expectations should be consistent, clear and measurable.

Measure: You will want to consider:

✓ Both quantitative and qualitative indicators should be included to assess the Director’s leadership behaviour and performance goals, which are fundamental to sustained organization performance.

✓ Using financial and organizational performance alone are inherently problematic.

✓ Instead you will want to use a suite of strategic objectives, performance indicators and leadership or individual goals.

✓ There are numerous factors outside the direct control of the Director that can affect organizational performance.

Report: You will want to consider:

✓ For the Director of Education performance management process to truly be effective, regular reporting and feedback is necessary.

✓ Informal discussions and feedback can take place after every board meeting, or at least quarterly.

✓ The board may also seek input from other sources such as direct reports, Principals, School Community Councils, etc. – but this should be done in consultation with the Director, and agreed at the beginning of the year.

Evaluate: You will want to consider:

✓ The board may delegate the actual conducting of the annual evaluation to the HR Committee and/or the board Chair.

✓ A year-end (some also use a mid-term) report should be prepared by the Director to the board with an update of progress toward agreed upon objectives.

✓ The board should review outcomes related to planned goals. The annual review should be thorough.

✓ You should encourage and enable the Director to talk to the board about the past year’s performance, and for the board to discuss the Director’s performance among themselves.
✓ The board should prepare and provide an evaluation along with corresponding feedback to the Director.
✓ Following review and analysis of the report provided, make sure that feedback is provided to the Director. This may include a written report, or more commonly a discussion with the Director. The board Chair (sometimes with the HR Committee Chair) typically holds this discussion on the board’s behalf.
✓ If compensation is tied to performance, the Board should also communicate the corresponding impact on the Director’s compensation.
✓ Feedback should be delivered professionally, with tact.
✓ Once a thorough evaluation is discussed (and revisions made if called for), it should be reviewed and accepted by both the board and the Director.
✓ The process and outcomes should be clearly documented and filed.

You will want to be on the look-out for – and avoid – common pitfalls that you may run into in the Director of Education performance management process:

- Subjectivity – evaluations based on feelings rather than facts
- Lack of disciplined approach
- A focus on the negative creating discouragement - better to stress the positive and use those results to encourage and empower the Director to greater accomplishment
- Changing the evaluation criteria after the fact!
- Changing circumstances beyond control: be sensitive to what was within the Director’s control, influence, or neither:

**Tying the Director’s Evaluation to Compensation**

You may want to organize your Director’s annual performance evaluation into three parts:

- **Core responsibilities: Job Description, Terms of Reference; Duties**
  - •Closed Questions (yes/no)

- **Performance Objectives, KPI’s**
  - •Actual performance vs. targets (#’s)

- **Strategic Plan, Mission, Vision, Values, Goals, Leadership, Relationships**
  - •Ratings & comments: discretionary (10-30%?)

And then to use these to inform your choices around the Director’s compensation for the coming year:
Agreeing on the Director’s compensation each year can be a difficult conversation, both inside the boardroom and then with the Director. You will want to keep these practical tips in mind:

Follow the annual performance review and feedback (as illustrated above): agree on any change to base pay and incentive payout, based on the Director’s actual performance for the year compared to their responsibility mandate and performance objectives. You (the board) and Director should have agreed to a clear process, performance objectives and incentive metrics and targets (thresholds, caps) at the beginning of the year, so these should largely be straightforward arithmetic calculations.

Understand Director compensation parameters, and stay within these:

- Provincial mandates / ranges / incentive design
- Understand where you have authority – exercise it!!
- Where does your Director fall within the range – and why?

**Incentive Compensation**

- Use what is within your control
- Get metrics and targets right
- Incentive intended to “support organizational change”
- Beware of unintended consequences
- Always stress test the metrics and targets
- Optics and “smell” test

You may want to set a portion of the Director’s compensation at the board’s discretion, rather than tied to pre-agreed objectives. If so, negotiate and agree on this at the beginning of the year, including the process the board will use to set this portion. Usually the discretionary portion will be about 15%, no more than 25 or 30%, with the majority of compensation changes based on objective criteria.

Here are some closing tips to help you get the most out of your relationship with the Director of Education:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core responsibilities: Job Description, Terms of Reference; Duties</th>
<th>• Base Salary, benefits and perqs, merit increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Objectives, KPI’s</td>
<td>• Short-term incentive pay; annual bonus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Plan, Mission, Vision, Values, Goals, Leadership, Relationships</td>
<td>• Medium and long-term incentive pay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
✔ Treat your Director with respect – they work tirelessly and are often underappreciated
✔ Expect great things of your Director – acknowledge them when they are achieved and push them when they are not
✔ Be open and direct – just like boards, Directors do not like surprises – they want to succeed – their success depends on your oversight role

People Oversight Beyond the Director of Education

Your relationship with the Director of Education is a direct employment relationship that calls for the board to manage this. Since the other staff all report through the Director of Education, your relationship with them is quite different – this is what we call the “grandparent” role. Instead of managing employment arrangements, you are overseeing the Director's relationships with staff, to gain confidence in the Director's judgement and dealing with staff. You are not making the employment arrangements decisions, you are monitoring and guiding the Director in that role.

There are a limited number of areas of human resources oversight that are legitimately your (board) responsibilities. Staffing matters outside these are within the Director’s scope.

1. Director succession aspect: since the Director is your employee, the board has a legitimate interest in annually review the Director’s management succession plan (for high potential and high performing staff; talent management and development). This may extend to inviting senior managers to presenting to the board and/or Committees, and responding to questions at meetings, to help you “size up” their leadership abilities, and to observe the Director’s development of staff.

2. Human Resources (People) Policy oversight aspect: the board / HR Committee reviews, approves and monitors compliance with high level (board level) policies affecting human resources, e.g.:
   – Code of Conduct
   – CEO Succession Policy
   – Harassment Policy
   – Emergency Planning Policy
   – Communications Protocol

3. Ethical oversight aspect: the board reviews relevant reports and information, to gain reasonable assurance of integrity throughout the School Board:
   – Overseeing compliance with and enforcement of Code of Conduct
   – Other compliance, litigation and regulatory related reports
   – Whistle-blowing Policy

4. Disclosure aspect: the board reviews or approves public disclosures that include human resources related items:
Executive Compensation related
Governance related
Compliance and litigation related

5. Strategic Human Resources (People) oversight aspect: in risk or strategy areas that are significant to the whole School Board entity, the board reviews (but does not approve, this is called a “one-up” check) the Director's decisions, to gain reasonable confidence (assurance) in:
   - Major organizational structure changes and senior management appointments
   - Compensation plans: philosophy, design, incentives, payouts
   - Human resources risks
   - Labour relations, collective bargaining (next topic!)

Collective Bargaining³

Collective bargaining responsibilities in School Boards are probably different from any other boards that you have served on before.

Collective bargaining helps define the nature of the relationship between School Divisions and their employees, as well as having major financial consequences. School Boards will be challenged to arrive at agreements that put children first and that both parties can live with.

Boards must make decisions ranging from the values that will direct labour relations, to the role that board members will play in bargaining. Different boards take more or less direct involvement in collective bargaining, so here are some practical tips for you to consider in general:

☑️ Review, debate and approve a mandate for settlement: it is typically a board role to approve a negotiating mandate:
   - ensure you are clear on “Must Haves” & “Nice to Haves”
   - negotiators can't work effectively with limited / hidden mandates, so leave some room for movement

☑️ Provide input (not approval) to process:
   - If you have enlisted SSBA’s professional negotiators, let them do their job
   - Stay out of the process & maintain confidences

☑️ Be available 24/7 to management in the event a shift in mandate is needed at the last moment:
   - Perhaps delegate authority to Chair or Committee

### Bargaining with Teachers

³ SSBA provides professional negotiators at no charge as well as pre-bargaining seminars
The Education Act 1995 provides for bi-level bargaining with teachers:

**Items negotiated at the provincial level are:**
- Salaries of teachers
- Allowances of principals and vice-principals
- Sick leave
- Superannuation of teachers
- Duration of the provincial agreement
- Group life insurance for teachers
- Criteria for employees being out-of-scope

**Items negotiated at the local level by individual school boards are:**
- Sabbatical leave for teachers
- Educational leave for teachers
- Salaries for substitute teachers
- Pay periods for teachers
- Special allowances for teachers
- Duration of the local agreement

The Education Act, 1995 prohibits negotiation of the following at both the provincial and local levels:  
- Selection of teachers
- Courses of study
- The program of studies
- The professional methods and techniques used by a teacher

**Bargaining with Support Staff**

Most support staff in School Divisions are unionized, and the task of collective bargaining with those unions can be complex. Bargaining for support staff is provided by The Employment Act which has much different rules.

There is no provincial bargaining for support staff, so the School Board will have to negotiate agreements that cover the full range of terms and conditions of employment including but not limited to the following:

---

4 In practice class size/student ratios have also been treated as prohibited negotiations
5 SSBA Strategic Human Resources and Legal Resources can assist with this
✓ Wages
✓ Hours of work
✓ Vacancies, transfers and promotions
✓ Layoff
✓ Sick leave
✓ Vacation and public holidays
✓ Other leaves
✓ Employee benefits

**Employee Benefits**

Employee benefits are an important part of any employer’s compensation package. Benefits help to attract and retain quality employees.

The Saskatchewan School Boards Association offers school system employees a full range of survivor, disability and health benefits. In-service and position-specific training are also available. The products have been customized over the years to fit the special needs of School Boards.

**Effective Board Functioning and Culture**

In the rest of this section, we will turn to effective board functioning and culture. This begins with a robust agenda management process and effective board meetings, and ends with consideration of boardroom culture norms and behaviour.

Robust agenda management follows a fairly straight-forward chronological process:
Before the Meeting (Steps 1 – 5)

Board and board Committee mandates (charters, terms of reference) are established by the board, and then updated at the beginning of each governance year (November). These outline the board approved responsibilities and scope of each committee each year.

Based on these, annual work plans are drafted, mapping the responsibilities (and any objectives for this year) with the regularly scheduled meetings during the year. In this way, the Chairs, members and responsible staff can be confident in how and when each committee and the board will complete its responsibilities for the year.

Meeting agendas are then easy to draft, from the work plan and any new business items, which may be identified by staff or members.

Each agenda item should include:

- Problem statement
- Identify significance (update, information or decision?)
- State intended outcome
- Propose who is accountable on the management team
- Board/Committee package requirements

About two weeks ahead of the meeting, the board or committee Chair would usually meet with responsible staff (e.g. the Director of Education for the board; the CFO for the Audit Committee), and:
Review the draft and finalize the agenda
Assign time allotments
Focus the presentations
Confirm board/committee package expectations
Communicate board/committee package and presentation expectations to staff or other individuals
Co-ordinate board package distribution (usually one week ahead of the meeting)

All board members should then review and read board packages:

- Prepare questions that you plan to ask at the meeting, based on your own areas of expertise, skill, interest and affinity – where will you add value to the meeting?
- If you have fact-finding questions, you may want to ask these of the responsible staff member before the meeting, so that everyone’s time at the meeting is not spent on this. Check your communications protocol to see how board members ought to engage with staff between meetings.
- Check for conflicts of interest, real or perceived, and flag these with the Chair or responsible staff as soon as you can.

### At the Meeting (Step 6)

**School boards hold three different types of meetings.**

1. **Business meetings:** The Education Act, 1995 requires that school boards carry out their work in public meetings using formal voting and recorded minutes.

   - Members of the public can be excluded from these meetings for improper conduct.
   - An organizational meeting is required following elections and annually to select a chairperson and vice-chairperson and to confirm procedures.

   - School boards should establish and publish regulations for delegations so that those wishing to make presentations to the board are treated consistently.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate Your Board Meetings</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a formal agenda for meetings.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion stays on topic.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard procedures are ruled for voting.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All board members get equal time to talk.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions for board action are approved by a formal motion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate resource people are invited to present ideas and information to the board.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All motions and votes are written down.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetings are less than 2.5 hours long.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. Closed meetings: The Education Act, 1995 provides for closed or “in-camera” meetings so boards can deal with topics more appropriately discussed in private. These confidential meetings should be limited to sensitive issues relating to personnel matters, bargaining, or legal action. It is not necessary to take minutes during closed meetings, but if motions are required in relation to matters discussed in closed meetings, the motions must be made and voted on in an open business meeting.

3. Planning meetings: School boards may meet for planning sessions, sometimes referred to as “committee of the whole board”. During planning sessions, the board may suspend the rules of procedure to engage in informal discussion or to meet with other groups.

The Education Act, 1995 provides rules for the way a school board meeting must be conducted:

Voting in meetings must follow procedures prescribed by the Act:

- All questions are submitted to the board through a motion by the chairperson or any other board member and no seconder is required.
- Questions are decided by a majority of votes. The chairperson has a vote, and if there is a tie, the motion is defeated.
- If the chairperson and vice-chairperson are absent, the board members present may elect one of themselves to be chairperson for the meeting.

In addition to these, school board meetings follow commonly accepted procedures:

- The chairperson prepares the agenda, keeps the meeting on track, ensures that everyone gets equal time to speak, and ensures that meetings start and end on time.
- Decisions are made in accordance with established meeting rules. Some meeting rules are specified in The Education Act, 1995. For all others situations, boards can refer to standard rules such as Roberts’ Rules of Order.
- A recording secretary records motions and keeps an accurate record of votes.
- Motions are presented in the positive, outlining action the board should take; not in the negative, stating actions the board should not take.

Asking Good Questions

If you want to be effective at meetings, master the art of posing great questions.

Questions are a staple of conversation, yet too often we see board members using far too few of them during meetings. Effective questions enable conversations, establish rapport, and better your understanding of the issues at hand. They help reduce confusion and misunderstandings, find solutions and bring clarity to deliberations.

The more thoughtful the questions, the higher the degree of respect and confidence, the higher degree of respect and confidence, the more trust there is ...
The art of the question lies in knowing which questions to ask when.

Great questions should be direct and open ended so that everyone understands exactly what you want to know and it gives the responder the ability to elaborate on their ideas. Open ended questions usually begin with “why” “how” or “what” statements that lead to further exploration of the topic.

Thoughtful questions will improve engagement and trust with others, show your interest and help build up thoughts and ideas to form better solutions to complex problems.

The best meetings are full of strategically significant questions. Questions that probe the heart of the plan, not the details. They are more about the why and what than the how of things and should open dialogue on the risks and opportunities involved in the proposed solution.

And remember to listen attentively to the answer to gain a full understanding. A follow up question that builds upon the answer is a great way to further the idea and get a better solution. An easy way to build is to simply say “go on” to urge a greater depth of response, listening deeply allows you to make great follow up questions.

Here are examples of specific content questions on agenda items for you:6

- Describe the issue or problem we’re trying to solve?
- What are you asking us for?
- What is your recommended solution and why?
- How does this fit with our strategic plan? With our budget? With our policies?
- Why are you proposing this vs. alternatives?
- What alternatives did you reject and why?
- What are the key risks? How have these been mitigated/addressed?
- What are your key assumptions? How have you tested these?
- Who are the key stakeholders?

---

6 CPA Canada’s 20 Questions series is a tremendous resource to suggest great questions to ask: [https://www.cpacanada.ca/en/business-and-accounting-resources/strategy-risk-and-governance]
What are the implications for: Student learning; Community and public; Financial; Human resources; Legal and legislative; Political environment; Reputational and social policy?

After the Meeting (Step 7)

There are still a few steps left after the meeting has ended. You will want to:

- Agree on how to deal with (and what you may or may not say) about sensitive or confidential items dealt with in closed session. Having speaking points prepared for board members is often a helpful suggestion.
- Check that a system is in place to record and diarize outstanding action items for follow up or inclusion in ongoing agendas for the board or committee. Have these been properly authorized? Resourced? Documented? Monitoring targets or milestones put in place?
- Carefully review the Minutes of the meeting: these are the formal, legal, public record of both decisions and deliberations of the board.

Boardroom Culture and Behaviour

Governance effectiveness can be viewed as the interplay among three aspects: governance structure, behaviours, and culture.

Having a good governance structure is important. Aspects like process, board functioning, compliance, oversight, control, the board’s approach to strategy, and finely tuned documentation are all significant contributors to good governance structure. An immense amount of time is invested by School Boards in ensuring a well-oiled governance machine is in place.

But governance is about more than just good structure. The competence and character of the individuals on the board, and how directors and management behave in the boardroom are just as important.

And, even deeper, lying at the very foundation of the competence, the behaviours, and the structure, lies governance culture. Understanding that underlying culture – those unwritten, often even unspoken norms upon which all else is built—is critical to governance success.

Governance culture deals with the context of the boardroom and leadership (senior management) power drivers. Every board and leadership team has a set of unspoken and unwritten norms—and this cultural context is king. These norms usually are never articulated but they exist nonetheless.

It is not a bad thing—in fact, it is both inevitable and essential—to have cultural norms: it is only a negative if those norms keep boards from being fully effective in fulfilling their governance responsibilities.

Is your governance culture healthy and adding value, or unhealthy and obstructing effectiveness? Does it need tempering or re-balancing, through dialogue, a change in leadership style from the Chair or CEO, or recruiting more diverse board members?
Cultures can—and need to—be changed: but this is a daunting task that takes perseverance, championing, and time. Understanding culture is one thing. Changing it is quite another. Real cultural change requires change at the heart or very core of the boardroom.

Ultimately a healthy boardroom culture will:

1. **Practice participative leadership:** These boards are not “personality” driven. Board members keep their “egos” in check, while the chair draws on all members of the board—not just those he/she knows best or who speak the loudest.

2. **Share responsibility:** There is full engagement of all board members.

3. **Remain aligned with purpose:** Together, these boards act in the best interests of the School Board and all students—not in representative interests, and not in their own.

4. **Ensure a high level of communication:** Communication is open and transparent, with full disclosure, no unmanaged conflicts of interest, with every board member having equal access to the same information.

5. **Concentrate on the task of the board:** These boards concentrate their efforts on the work of the board, respecting the line between the board and management. They are able to move beyond their interest in operational tasks to School Board results, to putting students first.

6. **Focus on the future of the organization:** These boards are firmly focused on and guided by the vision and mission of the School Board. Their focus is made clear through the lens of fact-based, historical performance, objective and clear present realities, and well-reasoned projections.

7. **Use the creative talents of the board and management team:** Boards that have respect for the skills, experience and attributes of one another, the Director of Education and management team, coupled with a desire for innovation bring the best out of one another. This healthy interpersonal performance translates to healthy organizational performance.

8. **Respond rapidly to the needs of the organization:** When boards are attentive to policy, risk, best practice and the right performance measures, they are better poised for a rapid response when one is called for.

You may also want to consider these eight characteristics of an effective school board:7

1. commit to a vision of high expectations for student achievement and quality instruction and define clear goals toward that vision.

2. have strong shared beliefs and values about what is possible for students and their ability to learn, and of the system and its ability to teach all children at high levels.

3. are accountability driven, spending less time on operational issues and more time focused on policies to improve student achievement.

4. have a collaborative relationship with staff and the community and establish a strong communications structure to inform and engage both internal and external stakeholders in setting and achieving district goals.

5. are data savvy; they embrace and monitor data, even when the information is negative, and use it to drive continuous improvement.

6. align and sustain resources, such as professional development, to meet district goals.

7. lead as a united team with the superintendent, each from their respective roles, with strong collaboration and mutual trust.

8. take part in team development and training, sometimes with their superintendents, to build shared knowledge, values and commitments for their improvement efforts.

Evaluating the Board and Individual Board Members

Board evaluations are the final step in your Handbook, the final link in the chain that closes the circle of good governance.

Board evaluations are not merely an assessment done on an annual basis without thought for actions to address improvement areas. You should treat this an exercise to improve the board and move towards high performance. Measuring board effectiveness helps to fulfill your accountability responsibilities and identify areas for improvement.

Just as with all diagnostics – including Director of Education and organizational performance evaluations – board evaluations are about helping us look through the windshield of the car informing the future, and not through the rear view mirror to point the finger of blame on shortcomings.

First, you will want to agree on WHY we’re conducting this board evaluation:

**Education and Awareness:** One common driver is to build awareness of, and educate on, the expectations of the board and individual members. By simply asking questions, participants gain a more fulsome awareness of what is being asked of them in terms of their roles and responsibilities. Another benefit is identifying skills gaps and therefore training and development opportunities.

**Continuous Learning and Growth:** Promotion of personal and organizational growth drives School Boards to embrace evaluation. Performance standards are set and raised over time, and compared against peer organizations and individuals in order to measure and reach for growth in performance.

**Communication, Understanding and Commitment to Priorities:** Using the evaluation process as a communications mechanism is another common driver. Processes are designed to open up lines of communication among board members and with management, toward the goal
of building unity and trust, combined with a desire to reach consensus and commitment from all board members on the board’s priorities.

**Audit and Assurance:** Another basic driver is to provide assurance to the board itself, stakeholders, regulatory bodies and others of the depth, breadth and effectiveness of the organization’s governance practices. Conducting a comprehensive governance “best” practices audit is a tangible means to identify and deal with the strengths and weaknesses of governance structure.

**Accountability and Compliance:** Governance reforms and codes have mandated annual board evaluation for publicly traded companies in the U.S., and mandatory “comply or explain” standards in Canada, leading to rapid and wide adoption of the practice. These compliance guidelines are an accountability mechanism designed to ensure the board and board members are fulfilling their legal and governance responsibilities.

**Value Added, Positive Change and Mission Accomplishment:** The ultimate driver of board evaluation is the desire to add value to the accomplishment of the School Board’s strategy. If one believes that all governance practices should align and contribute to corporate strategy and mission, then this driver is a given.

A board is usually not seeking to accomplish all of these objectives during a single annual evaluation process: you will want to agree on which are, and which are not, sought after. Regardless of the motivation or the previous results, board evaluation, done well, promotes positive change and contributes to the creation of a road map to success for the whole organization.

Boards can choose from a number of tools for assessing governance effectiveness and conducting board evaluations: for example, documentation reviews, questionnaires, interviews, behavioural observation, boardroom and executive team cultural analysis and group facilitated dialogue. The tool you choose will depend on your drivers agreed on. Each tool tests and probes for differing aspects of structural, cultural, behavioural and relational governance and leadership issues.

Every governance process comes with potential challenges and pitfalls. Here are the main pitfalls commonly experienced with board evaluation:

- **Unclear or Unarticulated Drivers:** The drivers of the evaluation dictate the processes that will be used. Take the time to fully understand and agree on why you are conducting the evaluation and what you really want to get out of it.
- **An Exercise in Compliance:** Checking boxes to meet the letter of the law and missing its spirit may satisfy the rules and regulators, however it will not go beyond compliance to add value to the School Board or students. And it will leave you, whose time and energy are at a premium, feeling frustrated. Expect more of your process.
- **Subjectivity:** Because most evaluations are conducted via self-assessment surveys, these can quickly become very subjective. Based more on feelings than facts, subjective results can lead to misinformed solutions. Find ways to include objective facts, like peer benchmarks, into the evaluation.
• **Working on the Wrong Problem:** There is a tendency in evaluation to focus solutions on the symptoms rather than the causes, sometimes related to an over-reliance on questionnaires. Work to understand and address the underlying issues.

• **Lack of Independence:** Using internal resources like the Board Secretary or Legal Counsel to conduct board evaluations puts these individuals in a vulnerable position. These people rely on the board for their jobs, so face a dilemma when difficult messages need to be delivered. Having the Board Chair or other lead board member report on the results also lacks an independent view of what is really going on, and may actually feed undiagnosed dysfunction in the boardroom. Find ways to build independence into the board evaluation.

• **Lack of Expertise and a Disciplined Approach:** Using an experienced external consultant or governance professional brings rigour, expertise, objectivity and peer benchmarks to the process and ultimately increases the evaluation’s impact. A caution, though: choose your advisor carefully for this very sensitive and impactful work.

• **Minimal Investment:** As the old adage says, “you will get out of something what you put into it.” When making decisions about how to use scarce financial resources, boards are tempted to conduct their evaluation “on the cheap”. A healthy investment of both time and money in board evaluation should actually pay off in terms of heightened efficiency and effectiveness, and alignment of effort to strategy.

• **Using the Wrong Tool:** Using the wrong tool for the job can create more problems than it solves. Link back to the drivers of the evaluation and match the tool to those.

Despite the pitfalls associated with board, committee, chair and individual evaluation, which can all be mitigated through effective methodology and implementation, there are significant benefits to be gained.

**Post-Board Evaluation: Development and Actions**

Perhaps the least well-done aspect of board evaluation, yet the most important, is taking corrective action:

- Identify skills gaps, resource and undertake training and development opportunities.

- Institute appropriate changes in any area where the board and members are not fulfilling their legal and governance responsibilities.

- Disclose outcomes and changes to owners of the evaluation: the board and senior management.

- Communicate with and coach individual board members in filling identified performance gaps. It is common for the Chair to take the lead in this.

- Give stakeholders, regulatory bodies and others assurance that the board has undergone a rigorous evaluation, by disclosing the process.

- Use the results to feed into next year's planning process, objectives, priorities, and resource allocations, and board and committee work plans.

To effectively tackle the issues and opportunities a School Division may face, the board as a collective must possess a range of competencies. No board member will know everything about governance and everything about the education sector. So boards often use a “Board Matrix” or
Profile to identify competency gaps that can then be filled through orientation and ongoing education and training, or through the use of outside experts in specifically identified areas of weakness.

The matrix compiles the skills, experience and other capacity attributes of a board. The matrix below includes general competencies, although you should discuss and agree on the attributes sought after for effective board functioning and governance for your board.

This competency matrix, which is often completed in conjunction with the annual board evaluation, is usually done through a self-assessment process with each board member self-reporting their proficiency related to a given competency, or it may be completed by a board Committee or Chair in collaboration with board members. You should agree on the appropriate process and rating system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board Competency Matrix</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director Experience</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Role</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Acumen</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Judgment</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Management Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy/Vision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific/Technical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Management and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Administration Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combined results of the board evaluation and attributes matrix are then used to bolster and inform the on-boarding process for new board members, and ongoing education for all.

Tips for on-boarding new Board members:

✔ Commences upon election and takes place over a few months (hold three different sessions, three months apart, not just one overwhelming one)

✔ Includes orientation both to the institution (operations) and the board (governance):
  - *SSBA Governance Handbook*
  - School Board functioning
  - *The Education Act 1995*, legal duties, powers, accountabilities and implications
Governance Manual, Board level policies
- Board and Committee structure, charters and work plans, agendas and meetings

✓ Combination of reading material, meetings with key board leaders, Director, senior staff:
  - Facilities Tour with Director
  - Orientation meeting with Chair

✓ Expectations of you:
  - Attendance
  - Meeting participation
  - Committee service
  - Conduct, confidentiality, conflicts of interest and fiduciary duty
  - Expenses and travel
  - Training and education

✓ Align orientation and ongoing education with identified capacity needs/gaps, consider making these prescriptive and mandatory

---

**TOP 10 BENEFITS TO THE BOARD MEMBER, THE BOARD AND THE SCHOOL BOARD OF ONGOING GOVERNANCE EDUCATION**

1. Board members add value to the School Board and students
2. The School Board has a reputation for good governance
3. Effective oversight of the direction and control of the School Board
4. Reduced risk and increased capacity
5. Common frames and healthier relationships
6. Board members know what they are doing
7. Board members hit the ground running
Key Questions the Board Should Ask About Governance and People

1. How appropriate is our plan for the Director of Education assessment and evaluation system?
2. How appropriate is our succession plan for the Director of Education at all 3 levels: Emergency, Orderly, Beyond the Next Transition?
3. How clear are we on our role in human resources and collective bargaining?
4. How well do we encourage the Director of Education?
5. How appropriate is our plan for the School Board assessment and evaluation system?
6. How effective is our onboarding and orientation program for School Board Members?
7. How committed are we to continuous education including for the Director of Education and School Board Members?
8. To what extent are our board and committee meetings linked to and aligned with our board and committee charters/terms of reference and work plans: before, during and after the meetings?
9. How healthy is our boardroom culture and how might we strengthen it?
10. To what extent am I fulfilling my responsibilities to the work of the board?
About SSBA

Who We Are

The Saskatchewan School Boards Association (SSBA) plays a critical role in the education sector across the province. As a non-profit organization dedicated to providing leadership and services to Saskatchewan School Boards, the organization provides advocacy, representation, opportunities for development, and the provision of information and services to Saskatchewan School Boards. The SSBA ensures ongoing community involvement and decision making to help shape the education of Saskatchewan’s children.

The SSBA has outlined the following organizational mission and vision:

*Mission: Provide leadership, coordination and services to member boards of education to support student achievement.*

*Vision: By 2025, Saskatchewan has a globally recognized education system that others wish to emulate.*

The SSBA represents public, separate and francophone School Divisions and reflects the rural, urban and northern diversity of Saskatchewan. Membership in the SSBA is voluntary. The organization is governed by an Executive comprised of representatives from various constituencies. Additionally, priorities are established by resolutions passed by membership.

Services provided by the SSBA include Board Development, Legal and Employee Relations, Communications, Employee Benefits Plans, and Insurance and Risk Management.
Appendix 1: The Professional Director Certification Program™

The Director Education Program

The Professional Director Certification Program is designed to ensure directors have the skills, knowledge, attitude and capabilities to fully contribute to the pursuit of excellence in corporate governance in the school board sector.

Objectives

Specific objectives of the Professional Director Certification Program™ are as follows:

- To develop and implement a multi-tiered program which meets the training and development needs of new and renewing directors;
- To improve the confidence and capabilities of directors in their governance practices;
- To ensure a solid understanding of the fiduciary duties of directors;
- To ensure directors are both knowledgeable and well positioned in an effective and appropriate governance system;
- To provide education in all aspects of governance: behavioural, cultural and structural; and
- To provide participants with a certification program that recognizes them as Professional Directors (Pro.Dir.©).

Benefits

The benefits for the directors participating in the program are that by its end they will have:

- The skills and competence required to fulfill their roles as board members in the sector;
- An excellent knowledge of the function of corporate governance and how it operates within their business and organizational structure;
- A good knowledge of business finance and the tools and know-how to use financial information appropriately; and
- A good understanding of their own personal strengths and weaknesses and be able to continually develop themselves to meet their future needs.

Program

The program is comprised of four separate 2-day long modules plus a comprehensive exam.

The program will be designed to ensure all current board members will be able to complete the Professional Director Certification Program™ within their current appointment terms. All modules will be custom designed specifically for the sector, and will include a mix of adult learning model delivery mechanisms including a major emphasis on experiential learning (e.g. behavioural simulations, case studies, breakout groups, board and chair practice sessions.)

The Approach

The program is built on various adult learning models and techniques. These include:
✓ BGI Board Games™ and simulations
✓ Making use of a number of skilled faculty from Brown Governance, University of Regina, University of Saskatchewan, Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy, and others, including “Directors-in-Residence” – experienced Chairs, CEOs and board members who will participate in the modules to provide real-life applications, experiences and roundtable dialogue
✓ Experiential learning in board room behaviour, culture, processes, dynamics, questions and discussions
✓ Taking the participant through a series of scenarios and decisions that affect the outcome of a proposed problem
✓ Playing the role of a director in a school board setting

Module One: Governance and Strategy

Learning Objectives

- Ability to Articulate the Right Roles and Responsibilities of Board, Committees, CEO and Executive
- Ability to Establish a Clear Sense of Purpose Direction and Priorities
- Ability to Effectively Ensure the Accomplishment of Strategic Objectives
- Ability to Promote Innovation
- Ability to Deal Fairly with Stakeholders, Government, Management and Staff, Community

Module Two: Governance and Risk

Learning Objectives

- Ability to Oversee Management and Control of Resources
- Ability to Effectively Measure the Organization’s Performance
- Ability to Ensure Quality and Safety
- Ability to Effectively Communicate: Two-Way and Proactively
- Ability to Effectively Report— With Transparency, Clarity and Accountability

Module Three: Governance and Resources

Learning Objectives

- Ability to Receive Accurate, Complete and Timely Information at the Board
- Ability to Effectively Oversee Programs and Projects of the Organization
- Ability to Ensure Effective Oversight of the Financial System
- Ability to Ensure Effective Oversight of all Corporate Resources
Module Four: Governance and People

Learning Objectives

- Ability to Ensure Board and Management Function Effectively Together and Make Decisions Wisely
- Ability to Encourage the Best Mix of Board Members
- Ability to Ensure Accountability of the Board, Committees, CEO
- Ability to Change, Improve and Learn from The Past
- Ability to Conduct Business Ethically and Professionally, With Integrity
- Ability to Effectively Oversee Human Resource Policy and Development

Examination and Certification: Making it Official

Examinations
The comprehensive examination will be administered online and will include material from all four modules of the program. Board members may choose to complete the four modules in the program, but then select to opt out of the exam, and therefore not obtain certification. It is required that each participant attends the entire four modules of the program, to be eligible to write the final examination and obtain certification.

Certification
Certification is viewed as a significant value-added benefit to the program, including a “take-away” benefit for participants who complete and graduate. Certification is viewed by many as a hallmark of a “best practice” director education program today.

Certification for this non-credit program will be provided by the Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy. In order to receive certification, the director must write a comprehensive final exam following Module Four. In order to maintain their certification, directors must complete a minimum of 30 hours of qualifying continuing governance education every three years.

Of course, the consistency and quality of the content and delivery of the Director Education & Certification Program is of the utmost importance to its value and the benefit of the certification, and as such:

- The program may not be substantially varied from delivery to delivery and from year to year.
- The program’s and exam’s educational and academic quality will be overseen by an Oversight Committee that would include representation from JSGS and BGI, including a strong academic presence.
The Partnership Delivering the Program

Brown Governance Inc. and The Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy have established a strategic partnership that specializes in designing and delivering world-class, university level, director education programs that are unique to broader public sector organizations.

Boards such as those in the health and education sectors, or any other group of boards with a public sector flavour, can now benefit from director education programs designed specifically for them. This has been made possible by leveraging the strengths of our two organizations.

Our approach is to bring organizations of a particular sector together and work with them to design a customized program. These programs not only meet the needs of training directors in technical and structural governance, but they move beyond the basics to addressing the behavioural and cultural aspects of good board governance. And, we don’t stop there. Most importantly, we ensure the particular nuances of a given sector including those aspects of public policy that other programs may neglect are a key component of our programs.

Our philosophy is to:

1. Build on well established, foundational, principle-based governance practices;
2. Design customized programs that meet the unique needs and regulations of a specific sector;
3. Integrate the political character of board governance into each distinctive program; and
4. Provide a university level, professional designation of Pro.Dir™ (Professional Director) for graduates of the program.

Brown Governance Inc.

Brown Governance helps organizations strengthen their governance practices. We understand your challenges and are trusted by leading organizations across North America because we have walked in your shoes as CEOs and Board members. We stand for being accountable, right in the moral business sense and values, and socially responsible trends. We employ a principle-based approach that empowers board members and senior executives who are responsible for governance. Our integrated portfolio of products and services delivers knowledge, expertise and advice based on a unique blend of experience and research. We offer governance benchmarking capabilities that reflect more than 21 years of research, as well as many years of dialogue with governance leaders. We will work with you to develop actionable steps that support the foundation of good governance: a credible, reliable, trustworthy, responsible and accountable organization.

Brown Governance Inc. has developed and tested a comprehensive principle-based governance system that has been adopted and adapted by award-winning, leading governance organizations including BMO Financial Group (Bank of Montreal) in Canada’s private sector,
Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy
The Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy is the only provincial policy school in Canada, housing a strong outreach and training team, with campuses at both the University of Regina and the University of Saskatchewan. Its unique three-part structure positions it to fulfill the intellectual and training requirements of the public sector, today and in the future.

The school is committed to the development of professionals and leaders in the Saskatchewan and Canadian public sector, addressing contemporary public policy and administration challenges in an academic environment renowned for innovation. The JSGS faculty offer high-level policy research and advanced education. Students from all over the world are taking Master's and doctorate degrees in public policy under the guidance of faculty members. Through its outreach activities, JSGS provides quality training programs at the executive and management-level in the public sector. Training activities are led by experienced former public servants grounded in the knowledge of Saskatchewan's political and policy environment. At all levels, JSGS is making important contributions to creating and maintaining a well-educated public workforce.
Ministry of Education - Acronym Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>CRM – Change Release Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABE</td>
<td>Adult Basic Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACDME</td>
<td>Advisory Committee of Deputy Ministers of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Assistant Deputy Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Alternate Format Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT. ED.</td>
<td>Alternative Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGEN</td>
<td>Aboriginal Government Employees Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AITC</td>
<td>Agriculture in the Classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Agreement Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM</td>
<td>Annual General Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMS</td>
<td>Administrative Records Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>Autism Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUP</td>
<td>Acceptable Use Policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>Change Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Blackboard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIT</td>
<td>Business Impact Template</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>Briefing Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWB</td>
<td>Bi-Weekly Bulletin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYOD</td>
<td>Bring Your Own Device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>Communications and Sector Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALS</td>
<td>Committee on Aboriginal Library Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASLT</td>
<td>Canadian Association of Second Language Teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBO</td>
<td>Community Based Organization(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Canadian Citizen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCF (f)</td>
<td>Conseil culturel fransaskois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDI</td>
<td>Cabinet Decision Item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEF (f)</td>
<td>Conseil des écoles fransaskoises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEFR</td>
<td>Common European Framework of Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELA</td>
<td>Centre for Equitable Library Access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Core French</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFEE</td>
<td>Canadian Foundation for Economic Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFR</td>
<td>Common Framework of Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CII</td>
<td>Cabinet Information Item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMEC</td>
<td>Council of Ministers of Education, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNET</td>
<td>CommunityNet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNIB</td>
<td>Canadian National Institute for the Blind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPF</td>
<td>Canadian Parents for French</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>CNET</th>
<th>Community Net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Deputy Minister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMO</td>
<td>Deputy Minister’s Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMITGC</td>
<td>Deputy Minister Information Technology Governance Committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTEP</td>
<td>Dene Teacher Education Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>CMO</th>
<th>Central Management Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDGE</td>
<td>Engaging &amp; Developing Government Employees Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEP</td>
<td>Electronic Educator Profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFAP</td>
<td>Employee and Family Assistance Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Executive Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECIP</td>
<td>Early Childhood Intervention Programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDO</td>
<td>Earned Day Off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Education Partnerships Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERM</td>
<td>Enterprise Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC</td>
<td>Employee Service Centre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFP</td>
<td>Emergent Funding Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSP</td>
<td>Education Sector Strategic Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>FOI</th>
<th>Freedom of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAB</td>
<td>Francophone Affairs Branch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Financial Administration Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNMI</td>
<td>First Nations, Métis and Inuit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNUC</td>
<td>First Nations University of Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOIPPA</td>
<td>Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPT</td>
<td>Federal/Provincial/Territorial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSIN</td>
<td>Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>Full-Time Equivalent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FTV - Following Their Voices

G
GSA - Gay-Straight Alliance
GDI - Gabriel Dumont Institute

H
HRCC - Human Resource Centres Canada
HMTAM - Help Me Talk About Math
HMTMS - Help Me Tell My Story
HR - Human Resources

I
IDI - Internal Decision Item
IMAC – Information Management Advisory Committee
IMS - Information Management and Support Branch
INAC - Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
IPAC - Institute of Public Administrators of Canada
ISSI - Invitational Shared Services Initiative
ITEP - Indian Teacher Education Program
ITMC – Information Technology Management Committee

J
JTF - Joint Task Force on Improving Education and Employment Outcomes for First Nations and Métis People
JUSP - Joint-Use Schools Projects

K
KCDC - Keewatin Career Development Corporation

L
LAC-BAC - Library and Archives Canada
LEADS - League of Educational Administrators, Directors and Superintendents
LOA – Letter of Agreement
LOU – Letter of Understanding
LIVE – Live Interactive Video Education
LSSAP - Library Services for Saskatchewan Aboriginal Peoples

M
MARS – Ministry Agreement Request System
MCP - Major Capital Program
MDLP - Multi-type Database Licensing Program
MHAAP - Mental Health and Addictions Action Plan
MIDAS - Multi-Informational Database Applications System
MLA - Member of the Legislative Assembly
MLB - Multi-type Library Board
MLS - Ministerial Log System
MN-S - Métis Nation – Saskatchewan
MO - Minister’s Order
MOI - Memorandum of Intent
MOU - Memorandum of Understanding
MRM - Ministry Reference Manual

N
NEAP - Northern Education Action Plan
NEO - Northern Education Office
NIPA – Non-Instructional Personnel and Administration
NLSD - Northern Lights School Division
NNELS - National Network for Equitable Library Services
NORTEP - Northern Teacher Education Program

O
OC - Order in Council
OHS - Occupational Health and Safety
ORS - Operational Records System
OPA – Office of the Provincial Auditor
OTC - Office of the Treaty Commissioner

P
P3 - Public-Private Partnership
PAGC - Prince Albert Grand Council
PAT - Priority Action Team
PCAP - Pan –Canadian Assessment Program
PCO – Provincial Comptroller’s Office
PCEIP - Pan-Canadian Education Indicators Program
PEBA - Public Employees’ Benefits Agency
PISA - Programme for International Student Assessment
### Ministry of Education - Acronym Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLLO</th>
<th>Provincial Library and Literacy Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLT</td>
<td>Provincial Leadership Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMO</td>
<td>Portfolio Management Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMR</td>
<td>Preventative Maintenance and Renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSC</td>
<td>Public Service Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Provincial/Territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTPLC</td>
<td>Provincial and Territorial Public Library Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCC</th>
<th>Regina Centre Crossing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCP</td>
<td>Relocatable Classroom Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Request for Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROVER</td>
<td>Recommended Online Video Education Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**S**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SARM</th>
<th>Saskatchewan Association of Rural Municipalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>Student Achievement and Supports Branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASC</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Association of School Councils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASBO</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Association of School Business Officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Cancer Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Construction Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>School Community Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>School Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDA</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Digital Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDO</td>
<td>Scheduled Day Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>Student Data System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIP</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Education Indicator’s Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELU</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Educational Leadership Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGEU</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Government Employees Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHLA</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Health Libraries Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHO</td>
<td>Saskatchewan History Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICC</td>
<td>Saskatchewan Indigenous Cultural Centre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SIDRU | Saskatchewan Instructional Development and Research Unit |
| SIGA  | Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority           |
| SILS  | Saskatchewan Information & Library Services (Consortium) |
| SILS  | Saskatchewan Integrated Library System (Technology) |
| SLA   | Saskatchewan Library Association               |
| SLT   | Senior Leadership Team                         |
| SLTA  | Saskatchewan Library Trustees Association      |
| SPDU  | Saskatchewan Professional Development Unit     |
| SPTRB | Saskatchewan Professional Teachers Regulatory Board |
| SR    | Service Request                                |
| SRNET | Saskatchewan Research Network Inc.             |
| SSBA  | Saskatchewan School Boards Association        |
| SSSLA | Saskatchewan School Library Association       |
| STF   | Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation              |
| SUMA  | Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association  |

**T**

| TB   | Treasury Board                              |
| TBM  | Treasury Board Minute                       |
| TBO  | Treasury Board Order                        |
| TBS  | Treasury Board Secretariat                  |
| TCB  | Teacher Classification Board                |
| TRC  | Truth and Reconciliation Commission         |
| TSC  | Teachers’ Superannuation Commission         |

**U**

| USIS | Unified Student Information System          |

**V**

| W    |                                        |
| X    |                                        |
| Y    |                                        |
| Z    |                                        |